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INTRODUCTION. 

A meeting of delegates from the Democratic Societies of London was 
invited and held at Grafton Hall, Soho, London, on January 5th, 1872, 
and succeeding days during the winter of that year. A prospectus of 

"Objects" was widely distributed, proposing a " Central British DemOj 
cratic Convention." Having, as its objects, to unite and utilise the 
sentiments and opinions of the various Democratic Associations of 
Great Britain and Ireland, so as to create a force, from the combined 

opinions and determination of millions of the toiling classes of these 
islands, sufficient to effect a restoration of our plundered lands and 

plundered political rights, Fifteen Cardinal Principles (as under) were 
discussed at several sittings of the Convention, and affirmed with a 
most encouraging unanimity. 

OBJECTS. 
1. To amend the English Constitution. 
2. Codify the laws. 
3. Extend the suffrage, establish electoral districts according to 

numbers of population. 
4. Abolish the Second Chamber of Legislation. House of Commons 

to have power to ballot for a Committee of Fifty, to revise, but not to con- 
iiol, legislation. 

5. Disestablish and Disendow all State Churches. Nationalise all 
Church, college, and " charitable " property. 

6. Nationalise the Land. Sell or let it in small parcels to actual 
cultivators only. 

7. Property and income alone to bear all taxation, to be levied by 
an ascending scale to reach large accumulations of wealth. 

8. Abolish all customs, port revenues, and custom houses. Abolish 
all taxes on any and every thing eaten, drunk, or worn. 

9. Diminish yearly the National Debt, abolish sinecures, and many 
of the foreign ambassadorships. 

10. Arm, and instruct in arms, the youth and manhood of the 
nation. 

11. Establish a national paper currency, and separate the State from 
the banks. 
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12. Abolish all pensions, but consider special cases on the basis of 
humanity. 

13. Grant extensive loans of Government credit to building societies 
that shall build sanitary dwellings for the labouring people, and abolish 
linnse rent. 

14. Educate the people thoroughly in the arts of utilising the mate¬ 
rials furnished by the earth for their use. 

15. Extend to Ireland all these laws, and cede to the people of that 
country the full right to govern themselves as a colony of Great Britain. 

Many representative men attended the Convention, and discussed 
those cardinal questions with great patience, knowledge, and logic. I 
undertook to digest, and publish at my own expense, the result of all 
the proceedings, having, in the meantime, paid rent of hall, and all 
printing and reporting expenses connected with the Convention. 

I hereby fulfil that pledge; and, the more effectively to propagate 
the great truths underlying these reports, I have had the whole matter 
stereotyped, so that copies by the hundred thousand may be cheaply 
and widely distributed. I have herein done my part to serve the 
toiling millions. Let men, each in his own way, do something to 
enlighten the bedarkened multitude. Ignorance of the rights of man 
in the soil, and exclusion from all share in the Government, enable the 
crafty few to rob by " laws " the toiling many. 

I retain no copyright, or other interest, in the sale of this book. I 
wish its contents to be used by the Press, and republished in whole or 
in part by any person in any part of the habitable globe. 

THOMAS MOONEY. 

London, July 4, 1874. 

P.S.—Send club orders to Publisher, and address to Publisher. 



FIFTEEN CARDINAL PRINCIPLES 

OF DEMOCRACY. 

John Bright had on a late occasion addressed some very sensible 
words to the Birmingham Republican Convention. He advised them 
before they set about pulling down their present form of government 
to consider well, and agree upon, that form of government which they 
would substitute for it. That was a fair challenge and wise advice. 
Had the Spaniards and the French Reformers agreed upon, and settled, 
the form indictive of their future governments before they set about 
overthrowing their existing governments, they might not now be fighting 
about political ideas in senates and in battlefields. The British 
Democratic Convention had been considering this question last 
winter. They had agreed upon a platform comprising fifteen cardinal 
principles of Democracy. My business is to give a short summary 
of the entire political system which they submit to the people of these 
islands as that under which they shall in future live. 

First.—They have decided that the British Constitution shall be 
amended and defined in writing, and be published in a public book 
accessible to all. There is now no ascertained, or ascertainable, " British Constitution." The political party who, for the time, happen 
to be in power, define or wrench the Constitution, in the same way that 
their judges define and wrench the common laws and the criminal laws 
—that is, according to their political and social bias. The judges are 
made of politicians, and the prejudices of his party are chronic in the 
judge. 

the sovereign and the parliament. 
The government of the country oupht to consist of only two elements 

of authority—first, the Sovereign; second, the Parliament. The Parlia¬ 
ment to consist of only one legislative chamber, to be elected every 
three years, by ballot, b\, the universal suffiage of all its male and female 
inhabitants, i\ot accused of crime, over twenty years of age. This 
Parliamentary Chamber to ballot at its commencement for a committee 
of fifty to revise, but not to control, legislation. 

Each member to be paid a salary for his attendance in Parliament, but 
only for the days he shall actually attend in the House. Parliament shall 
commence its sittings on a fixed day, say, on the second day of January 
in each year, and terminate, say, on the last day of July. It shall assemble 
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each day at twelve o'clock noon, and finish its sittings at six p.m. The 
official expenses of elections shall be borne by the electoral district, and 
not by the member. No dissolution, or adjournment, of the general 
sittings of the House shall be admitted except on the Sabbath Days. 

All members of the Executive or " Cabinet"—all ambassadors and 
all chief heads of departments, whether of law, commerce, education, 
land, mines, railways, post office, telegraphs, shall be balloted for by 
Parliament—so, also, of the judges, whose term of office shall be six 
years, and if retiring allowances are to be given to any of them, it shall 
not be a matter of right, but as a reward by Parliament for the upright 
and diligent administration of the laws. 

the sovereign. 
The duties of the Sovereign shall be to affix the national seal to all 

acts of the Parliament, public documents, and the like ; to receive foreign 
ambassadors, preside at public fetes, &c. If the Sovereign refuse the 
royal assent to an act passed by the Parliament, then it shall not become 
law, unless the same shall be reconsidered by the Parliament and re¬ 
affirmed by two-thirds of the members. The Sovereign shall retain the 
pardoning power, and also well-defined powers respecting appointment 
to military command. 

The joint powers and agreement of Sovereign and Parliament shall 
be necessary to the declaration of war, or the concluding of peace, or 
the contracting of treaties with other nations. On the opening of 
Parliament the Sovereign ought to give suggestions for general legisla¬ 
tion, accompanied by the several reports of heads of departments, " correspondence," &c. 

grand juries. 
The Grand Juries (twenty-four registered voters) shall be elected by 

ballot by the registered voters of each county. The period of office, 
three years. To have power to levy taxes on property and incomes only, 
and apply the same for the support of prisons, poorhouses, almshouses, 
lunatic asylums, &c. j also for the construction of roads, bridges, &c. 
The County Sheriff and the County Treasurer to be likewise elected by 
the registered voters. 

THE SUFFRAGE. 
There are about thirty-two millions and a half of people in Great 

Britain and Ireland. The half of that number, say sixteen millions, are 
grown-up persons, twenty years of age and upwards. Of this nation of 
grown-up men and women, numbering sixteen millions, only two millions 
and a half have the privilege of voting for any member of Parliament. 
Thirteen millions of grown-up persons are shut out from all participa¬ 
tion in the government under which they live; in making the laws 
which they are required to obey; in assessing the taxes which they are 
compelled to yield. And those toiling classes are compelled to yield 
sixty-nine millions pounds sterling a year; while from the wealthy, idle 
classes only five millions are taken If the wealthy classes pay more, 
let it be shown in what way. 

This sort of "government" is nothing other than an organised 
robbery—a robbery of the toiling many by the idling few. We propose 
to distribute political privileges more equitably than that. 
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Every man and woman in Great Britain and Ireland of twenty years 
of age and upwards, not a criminal, shall have an equal power with the 
highest in the land to vote for the man, or men, who are to make the 
laws and impose the taxes. 

REGISTRATION OF VOTES—AND VOTING. 

Every man and woman of the required age shall have his or her 
name and residence registered alphabetically on a parish record, kept 
open at convenient hours, in convenient places ; and the only questions 
to be asked of the persons applying to have their names placed upon 
the registry are as to " age 

" and " residence." There is to be no fee 
demanded. The expense of attending to the registry to be defrayed 
by the county grand jury ; all the voting shall be given in by ballot in 
one day, as already partially provided for by the Ballot Act; and the 
same shall take place between the hours of eight o'clock in the morning 
and eight o'clock in the evening on the day fixed by the public return¬ 
ing officers for the election. Male and female booths shall be erected 
lor receiving separately the male and female votes. The mode of nomi¬ 
nating candidates shall be continued as prescribed by the present Ballot 
Act. All official expenses of the election shall be levied on the elec¬ 
toral district. 

COMPOSITION OF PARLIAMENT. 
The English nation never yet had a Parliament elected by the people, 

nor had the Irish such a Parliament since the fall of Tara, now a thou¬ 
sand years past and gone. Before the Norman Conquest, which hap¬ 
pened in the eleventh century, the English were governed in provinces 
by provincial kings, by bishops, and by abbots. King Alfred established 
the first general national assembly about the year 950. In this assembly 
the king presided, surrounded by nobles, bishops, knights, and freemen. 
Some of the old laws made by Alfred's Parliaments are yet respected 
in our courts, and are known as the " Common Laws of England." 
The Normans, who followed William to the conquest of England in the 
beginning of the eleventh century, abolished the legislative functions of 
all previous assemblies. The Norman conquerors governed by their 
warrants and rescripts, supported by their swords. The old English 
nation was held by them as a conquered country, and the old English 
people—Saxons and Britons—were treated by them as serfs, who had 
no political, and few civil rights, who might be, and who were, sold by 
their conquerors as slaves. 

The first awakening towards responsible government happened in 
the reign of King John, about the year 1209, when the barons, knights, 
and freemen demanded of the king, on the field of Runnymede, a 
charter denning their personal rights, sacredness of domicil, trial in open 
courts by peers or jury. These rights were conceded by the King, who 
signed that charter, which is the first written definition we have of any 
rights of Englishmen. This charter conditioned that " justice shall no 
longer be sold, refused, or delayed ; merchants to transact all business 
without being subject to tolls and impositions; no freeman to be taken 
or imprisoned, or dispossessed of his free tenement or liberties, or out¬ 
lawed, or banished, or in any wise hurt, unless by the legal judgment of 
his peers and the law of the land." The serf class were protected, in 
addition to the above, from any attachment or fine, whereby they might 
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be deprived of their carts, ploughs, and other implements of industry. 
This charter was ratified four times by Henry III., twice by Edward I., 
fifteen times by Edward III., seven times by Richard II., six times by 
Henry IV., once by Henry V.; but was trampled under foot by Henry 
VIII., revived by Queen Mary, again subverted by Queen Elizabeth, 
and has never since been fairly allowed to operate in England or in 
Ireland. 

King Edward I. called together a Parliament consisting of 234 
members. Kings Edward II. and III., Henry IV. and V., added to 
the Parliament sixty members for favoured boroughs. Edward VI. and 
Queen Mary created another lot of boroughs, swelling the Parliament 
to 398 members. Queen Elizabeth followed suit, making another batch 
of close boroughs, and swelling the Parliament to 462. James I., 
Charles I. and II., still added boroughs and members, swelling the 
number to 468. By the suppression of the Scottish Parliament the 
number was increased to 513, and by the suppression of the Irish Par¬ 
liament 105 Irish members were added, which comprise 658 members, 
the present Parliament of Great Britain and Ireland. 

The Parliament so constituted is composed of members, the majority 
of whom are returned by constituencies of only a few persons. Rotten 
boroughs and close boroughs supply the great majority of that Parlia¬ 
ment down to the present day. Many attempts were made within a 
century to reform this Parliament. Wilkes, Pitt, Hobhouse, Fox, Burke, 
Burdett, and others, tried to reform this Parliament, but nothing was 
done. In 1831-2 a reform movement—led by Brougham, Lord Rus¬ 
sell, O'Connell, Hume, Attwood, and Macaulay—abolished sixty or 
eighty of the small boroughs, and transferred their privileges to large 
towns. But this availed little. Other small " reforms " in the con¬ 
struction of the Parliament have been made ; but as yet only two of the 
working class have found their way into the assembly of six hundred 
and fifty-eight. 

WHO MAKE OUR LAWS. 
All laws must pass through the brains of eleven hundred and fifty- 

eight Legislators, who compose the Houses of Lords and Commons. 
The House of Lords, four hundred and ninety-one strong, have been put 
together age after age, by the reigning sovereign or by his Prime Minister. 
They are " called" to the Upper House to make laws for the people. 
Most of them are large land-owners and mine-owners. This pack have 
filled the House of Commons with their sons, brothers, sons-in-law, &c, 
to the extent of 170 members, whose votes in that House are the 
anchors of the land monopolists. There are 200 half-pay colonels, 
admirals, and captains in the House, all of them living on taxes wrung 
from the people; 60 office and ex-office holders; six directors of the 
Bank of England ; 57 brewers; 96 lawyers, every one of whom are daily 
expecting to be made a judge at home or in the colonies, who in¬ 
variably follow the Prime Minister in his divisions into the lobby. The 
balance is made up mostly of railway, bank, shipping, and manufacturing 
chiefs. There are probably forty or fifty rrien in that body who feel for 
the people, and who vote for the people's rights, but they are sneered 
at from the well-garrisoned benches of the tax-eaters and monopolists 
whensoever they propose a beneficial measure for the people. 
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The House of Lords numbers 492 members, who consist of:- 

4 Royal Dukes 
28 Territorial Dukes 
2 Archbishops 

24 Bishops 
32 Marquisses 

169 Earls 
37 Viscounts 

195 Barons 

491 
A lot of prime boys, who live on the labour of other men by means 

of scheming laws which they make themselves—who hire soldiers and 
policemen to compel the labourer to deliver up to them the fruits which 
by his labour he has extracted from the earth: and who evade paying 
their fair quota of taxes, as may be seen from the following returns— 

House taxes paid by the undermentioned "Noble Lords:"— 
£ s. d. 

The Duke of Bedford (for Woburn Abbey) per annum 26 8 o 
The Duke of Devonshire (for Chats worth palace) 56 3 o 
The Duke of Marlborough (for Blenheim Palace) 16 7 6 
The Marquis of Salisbury (for Hatfield Palace) 33 15 o 

These several palaces are worth from one to two hundred thousand 
pounds each, and their "noble" owners enjoy incomes ranging from fifty 
to two hundred thousand pounds a-year, yet they manage to get off for 
about the same amount of taxes that an ordinary dwelling pays in any of 
the London squares. % I 

THE PENSION LIST. 
The " pensioners" who are quartered on the toiling tax-payers are 

legion. Their names fill six hundred pages of a blue book. One has 
been put upon that list when he was an infant as a "retired letter- 
carrier." Another who was a condemned criminal and yet draws a large 
annual pension; another, whose office in the Hanniper was abolished in 
1832, has drawn directly a quarter of a million of money in annual "com¬ 
pensation," which if allowed to compound would now amount to half-a- 
million of money! All this is going on while the agricultural labourer is 
compelled to work for thirteen shillings a week, and to live on bread 
and water for breakfast, a bit of coarse meat for dinner, and bread and 
water for supper, destitute of clothing, and his children ignorant, half 
naked, and half starved! 

Thus one vast fraud pervades the structure of our Government—one 
exhaustless poison, seated in the core of authority, vitiates the springs of 
all our legislation. 

ELECTORAL DEPARTMENTS. 
To remedy this, we propose that England shall be divided into one 

hundred equal electoral departments, according to numbers of inhabitants 
—say, 240,000 inhabitants to constitute a department. That each 
department shall return five members to Parliament in one group. 
Many candidates may be voted for in the department, but the five only 
who shall have the greatest number of votes shall be declared elected. 
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All special privileges of sending members to Parliament, as hitherto 
exercised by "universities," "cities," "corporations," and other special 
"interests," to cease, and the existence of a second chamber, an 
irresponsible "House of Lords," participating, without authority from the 
people, in making or administering laws, to cease for ever. 

NATIONALISATION OF THE LAND. 
There are seventy-eight-and-a-half millions of acres of land in 

England, Scotland, Wales, and Ireland. The statists say that some 
fifteen million acres are unprofitable and irreclaimable. These acres 
would not be "irreclaimable" if they were situated in Switzerland, Belgium, 
or France, where the people who would reclaim would be permitted to 
own them. But taking the cultivable land of the three kingdoms at 
sixty-four millions of acres, and the population at thirty-two millions, it 
follows there are two acres of good land in those countries for every 
human being living in it, or ten acres for each family of five. There is 
here double the quantity of land for the support of each individual than 
is enjoyed by the peoples of France, Belgium, and Switzerland. Forty 
millions of Frenchmen support themselves on forty millions of acres of 
land. Five millions of Belgians support themselves upon seven millions 
of acres. Three millions Swiss are supported by four millions of acres. 
There are six million proprietors of land in France, the average estate 
of each is about seven acres. One million proprietors of the land of 
Belgium gives some seven acres as the average estate of each. Six 
hundred thousand proprietors of the land of Switzerland give about six 
acres as the average estate of each peasant proprietor. It does not 
follow that every estate is six or seven acres, there are some a little more, 
some a little less. 

Half of the population ought to be (if everything was fair) engaged 
in other employments than tilling the land. There would be thus twenty 
acres of good land open to the use of every agricultural family in 
England, Wales, Scotland, and Ireland. Does any man deny that the 
lands of these kingdoms, if thus distributed among four or five millions 
of cultivators, would yield double the grain, grass, and vegetables which 
are drawn from it at present Prices would fall to one-half of their 
present rates. Working men and their families would then be able to 
taste of meat at least once a day. If the Custom Houses were abolished, 
and the idle revenue and customs' officers dismissed, prices of all neces¬ 
saries would fall to one half of their present rates. This accomplished, 
the wages of all working people would be found, as a purchasing agent, 
equal to three times their present power. The man earning fifteen shil¬ 
lings a week could live as well as the man does of two guineas a week 
now. The man of twenty shillings a week then could live as well as the 
man of three pounds a week now, and so on of the other wage-earning 
classes. 

But may not money wages fall in a corresponding degree? No, 
because there would be little waste, because their would be few idlers. 
Everybody would have something to sell or to exchange to, or with, every 
other body. Hence wages will rather expand than diminish. 

Land in ancient times was not bought, nor sold, nor rented. The 
land was considered a sacred trust, as common property, for the food 
and maintenance of the people; and none durst attempt, under penalty 
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of death, to call land his "property;" that is, property like unto an ox, 
a horse, or a ship, that he could do with as he pleased. No The land 
was looked upon by the kings, princes, and bishops as the food stock of 
the people, as the commonwealth to which each head of a family had a 
common right of use, in proportion to the number of his children and 
household. 

This custom—this law—streamed down from the Mosaic times of 
the Israelites, as witness the laws laid down by Moses :— 

THE MOSAIC LAND LAWS. 

Numbers, 26 chap.; 51 to 57 verse. 
" Then the numbers of the children of Israel were six hundred 

thousand and a thousand seven hundred and thirty. And the Lord 
spake unto Moses, saying—Unto these [that is the 601,730] the land 
shall be divided for an inheritance according to the number of names. 
To many thou shalt give the more inheritance, and to few thou shalt give 
the less inheritance : to every one shall his inheritance be given according 
to those that were numbered of him. [That is according to the number 
of his family.] Notwithstanding the land shall be divided by lot: 
according to the names of the tribes of their fathers they shall inherit. 
According to the lot shall the possession thereof be divided between the 
many and the few." 

Another prophet from God has told us:—"Enough of the earth shall 
be given to each family for their support: all governments and all laws 
shall be based on this law. No family shall be permitted to use, or 
occupy, or claim more of the earth than is necessary to yield them food 
by means of their own labour. No man must remain idle, and covet, or 
obtain the labour, or the produce of the labour, of him who labours." 

It will surprise many to be told that "Society" existed safely and 
happily in England, Scotland, Ireland, and Wales, and throughout 
Europe, for a thousand years before the Norman Conquest without such 
a character as a "Landlord" appearing in it. It was not till after the 
Norman invaders, who rushed from the North of France, had, in the 
beginning of the eleventh century, overrun England, slaughtering sixty 
thousand of the inhabitants, and seizing on their lands, cattle, and 
houses—it was only after the slaughter of a multitude of people that 
"rents" for land came to be demanded by the conquerors—that is, by 
the murderers and robbers—from the few survivors, for liberty to live on 
their own land. 

William, the leader of those freebooters, parcelled out the lands of 
England among his captains, whom he dubbed "Barons," but conditioned 
with them that they should each support an armed band of military men 
to uphold, when called on, the king's authority. This obligation has 
been adroitly shifted from the land, by the descendants of those free¬ 
booters, on to the working classes in taxes on every thing that they eat, 
drink, and wear. The descendants of the Norman Freebooters subse¬ 
quently robbed the people of Wales, Ireland, and Scotland; and 
they now hold by the sword, and by laws made in a packed assembly, 
from which the people are excluded, the lands which belong to the 
people ; and thus it was that "rents for land" were first heard of in this 
part of the world. 
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[For a more extended account of how the lands of these kingdoms 
were seized and wrested by the ancestois of the present claimants, see 
my pamphlet "Who Owns the Land," published at 2d., by Mullany, 
Dublin.] 

There is now happily awakening a spirit of enquiry into this land 
monopoly, which is extending through all classes. Even the agricultural 
labourers begin to ask themselves, "Shall we continue to dig and delve 
in the soil for all the days of our lives, and yet not be able to call one 
acre of the soil our own? Shall we continue to draw from the fertile 
earth all its rich produce, and shall we see that rich produce swept away 
by those who hold us as serfs, season after season, to be spent in frivolity, 
extravagance, and crime And shall we and our children go scant in 
food, naked almost in clothing, and see nothing before us but helpless 
misery, and our last home the poor-house, into which as we enter our 
families must be broken up and scattered ?" 

These wide spreading feelings; the declarations and resolutions of 
several Democratic Associations; the outspoken words of honest 
Members of Parliament, proclaim a universal demand from the Toiling 
Millions for a Nationalisation—a re-distribution of the Land in small 
lots amongst the cultivators. This must be done at whatever cost, even 
if it cost another National Debt of eight hundred millions to indemnify 
landlords. 

Five men—the Dukes of Argyll, Athol, Sutherland, Buccleuch, and 
the Marquis of Breadalbane—claim to own one-fourth of all the lands of 
Scotland. The Duke of Devonshire, besides his other vast estates in 
England and Ireland, owns 96,000 acres in the county of Derby alone. 
The Duke of Richmond, with estates scattered broadcast in other places, 
has 40,000 acres at Goodwood, and 300,000 acres at Gordon Castle. 
His park alone in Sussex is fifteen miles in circumference. The high¬ 
road proceeds twenty-three miles through the estates of the Duke oi 
Cleveland. The Marquis of Breadalbane rides out of his house one 
hundred miles in a straight line on his land. The Duke of Sutherland 
owns nearly an entire county, stretching from sea to sea. The Earl of 
Derby draws ̂ '200,000 every year from his estate in Lancashire. The 
Duke of Northumberland invests ;£80,000 a-year in purchasing up lands 
adjoining his already enormous estates. The Marquis of Bute had 
^2,000,000 sterling accumulated by his trustees during his minority. 
The Marquis of Westminster enjo)^s ̂1,000,000 a-year from land. The 
Earl of Lonsdale lately died, leaving to heirs ^'1,000,000 sterling in 
•noney, and ^'160,000 a-year rent income from land. The Marquis 
of Hertford died the other day, leaving half-a-million of money accu¬ 
mulated, and ;£6 0,000 a-year from his Irish estates to Sir Richard 
Wallace. The Marquis of Clanrickard died the other day, leaving 
behind him cash assets ^'180,000—yearly income from his Irish 
estates ̂ 28,000. The Irish " tenants " in that part of Ireland are 
little better than starving. We hear now of a " Connemara famine." 
Duke of Sutherland, acreage 1,176,574; Earl of Breadalbane and 
Trustees, acreage 458,358; Duke of Buccleuch, acreage 432,347; Earl 
of Seafield, acreage 305,891; Duke of Richmond, acreage 269,268; 
Earl of Fife, acreage 252,815; the Duke of Athole, acreage 194,975; 
Duke of Argyll, acreage 175,114; Duchess of Sutherland, acreage 
149,879; Earl of Dalhousie, acreage 138,021; Duke of Montrose, 
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acreage 103,760; Marquis of Bute, acreage 98,270; Duke of Portland, 
acreage 105,456; Duke of Hamilton, acreage 147,941. 

One hundred and fifty persons own half of England, 75 persons own 
half of Scotland, 35 persons own the half of Ireland, and the whole 
lands of England, Scotland, Wales, and Ireland are owned by less than 
60,000 persons; and the sixty thousand men say to the thirty-two 
millions, "All this land of Great Britain and Ireland were given to the 
children of the Lord God of Sabaoth; and, behold, we are the Lord's 
children in possession; and you—you go to work !" ' 

The Great God, who created the earth, and who created the people 
who live on the earth, never, surely, contemplated that whole kingdoms, 

' 

intended for the support of many millions, shall be given up to the 
exclusive use of a few thousand persons Oh, No This is not the 
design of God. Oh, No None but a half idiotic people would tolerate 
such an oppression, such an absurdity. The light is beaming on those 
people now. It is God's light, and it will, like the sun's rays, at onee 
illumine and animate them. 

No man had ever the right to sell the earth; it is for all men, from 
generation to generation.. Man may own what man has made, but it is 
impious to claim exclusive ownership of earth, ocean, or air. And un¬ 
less the monopolist virtually owns men, and can, by cunning or open 
force, compel them to give him the fruits of their labour, all the 
broad acres of soil and all the mines in the world would be of no value 
to him. He might get a lawyer to prepare a parchment declaring him 
to be the proprietor of the planet Mars, and that planet might be loaded 
with wealth, but if he could get no man to fetch it, of what use would 
his parchment be Title deeds will ere long be of no value, except as 
curiosities. Slavery to parchment will soon cease. The time is coming 
when "he who will not work neither shall he eat." 

The time will come when the people—the thirty-two millions—will 
demand a restitution of their lands for their use, as in the ancient times. 
Not in France, Belgium, Switzerland, Prussia, Russia, America, Canada, 
Australia, New Zealand, are the cultivators of the soil landless as they 
are in Great Britain and Ireland. 

Since the 27th October, 1861, the day of the promulgation of the 
ukase abolishing serfdom in Russia, up to the 1st August, 1873, no ^ess 
than 6,992,494 serfs and their families have been converted into free 
landowners, leaving out of account those serfs who were liberated by 
private arrangement with their masters. Each of these serfs has ob¬ 
tained possession of 3K to $U dessaines of land, equal to 10 acres, the 
value of which averages 106 roubles ; 24,708,664 dessaines, representing 
a value of 643,065,618 roubles (the rouble is three shillings), have thus 
been placed in the possession of free peasants ; and the value of the land 
transferred from the nobles to the serfs is equal to one hundred millions 
pounds sterling 

The Times correspondent from Pesth tells us how the cultivators of 
the lands in Hungary fare :—"Previous to 1848, when the tenure was 
feudal, and all land belonged to the landlord, who gave a certain portion 
of it on a sort of undetermined Irish lease to the peasants, who had to 
pay in kind and work a certain number of days, a quantity of poultry 
formed part of the rent paid. Now all these peasants have become free 
owners of their holdings, the landlord having been indemnified; they 
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range from thirty to seventy acres on the average, and the rearing cf 
poultry has become a sort of perquisite of the good wife, Avhich goes far 
to defray all her own small expenses. As every house has a large court¬ 
yard besides the vegetable garden behind, there is a home ready 
provided for the hens and chickens, which may live almost on the 
pickings, while there is the common for the geese. Near some of the 
villages in the large plain the ground is white with flocks of geese, each 
under the guardianship of a little child. Easter is the time for a thorough 
scouring. In passing through a village in these parts there is nothing 
more apt to strike a stranger than the clean appearance of the uniform 
row of low one-storied houses. They are whitewashed every year at 
Easter time, and the couple of little square windows facing the street 
set off with red or blue. There is no need of workmen ; it is an accom¬ 
plishment of every good wife; her education would not be perfect with¬ 
out it. There are probably few countries in which the rearing of poultry 
is practised on a more extended scale than here, owing to the nature of 
the tenure of land and to the vast commons which every village still 
maintains." 

THE REMEDY. 
I am asked for a remedy. There are two remedies talked of—one a 

sweeping revolution; the other a sweeping compromise. 
I am for a sweeping compromise; and, if it be not speedily effected, 

the other is sure to come. It is this:—The landlords must be "dis¬ 
established," as in the case of the Irish Protestant Church. Their lands 
must be taken back to the custody of the State, and themselves 
pensioned off by annuities for life—the annuities to be full and generous, 
and to expire with the lives of the present landed proprietors. The 
State, by commissioners, to sell the lands to occupying cultivators on a 
credit of twenty years, to be paid by yearly instalments, giving to the 
purchaser a parliamentary title in fee on payment of last instalment. No 
person to hold more land in his or her own name than twenty acres, 
according to the " challenge 

" law. The law of entail to be abolished, 
and the law of gavelkind to be established in its stead, whereby the sub¬ 
dividing process of landed property shall be eternally going on as in 
France and Switzerland. The law of " challenge " means that if any 
man occupies more than twenty acres of land he may be "challenged" 
and compelled by any other man to sell the surplus at such price as a 
coroner's jury shall affix on the land. 

The landlords have no better title to their lands than the parsons 
had to their church revenues. Decrees of monarchs and acts of parlia¬ 
ments gave the Church its title, and the landlords theirs. Acts of 
monarchs and of parliaments, therefore, have the right to modify or take 
away that title; and the people of the Three Kingdoms now call loudly 
for its abolition. 

A difference of opinion exists among land-tenure reformers respecting 
the proper method of subdividing the land, and placing it in undisturbed 
possession of the cultivators, when it shall be resumed by the State. 
Some argue that the land must not be sold, but only rented—that the 
State shall lease the land to cultivators, not sell it absolutely. The State 
of England, as established by William the Conqueror, eight hundred 
years ago, leased the lands to his captains for rents, to be rendered in 
military service. The State claimed to own all the land then, as it does 
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now; and it leased its lands to favourites, who have evaded paying the 
rents and dues conditioned. Whether we have a Monarchy or a 
Republic, the entire management of all the property of the State will 
always drift into the hands of half-a-dozen men. I think it better, by far, 
to sell the land in small farms ranging from twenty down to ten acres, 
limiting any one holding more than twenty acres; establishing the 
"challenge system," also the law of gavelkind, whereby the tendency 
will ever work towards the subdivision among small owners, and against 
the aggregation of land in the hands of a few. We see the happy effects 
of this kind of tenure in France, where there arc six millions of small 
proprietors ; in Belgium, where there is one million of small proprietors; 
in Switzerland, where there is half-a-million of proprietors : as also in 
Holland, Prussia, Russia, Hungary, and many other countries—to say 
nothing of America, Canada, and Australia—where the cultivators own 
their farms in fee. In those countries is to be found the liveliest spirit 
of freedom, the greatest amount of personal comfort, and the highest 
condition of literature and industrial knowledge; while, if we study the 
state of life in countries where the State owns and rents the lands, such 
as China, Japan, Turkey, India, Persia, &c, we find the people are re¬ 
duced to the condition of mere serfs. The Emperors in those countries 
can chop the head off any man without trial. Ownership of the soil 
tends to manly independence in the individual—" Tenantry " in the soil 
tends to serfdom. 

SUPPORTING THE GOVERNMENT. 
Let us consider the attributes and purposes of a "Government." 

Man in a savage state requires little of what is called " government." 
The most athletic and dexterous gives the law—with his club—to the 
tribe. When men acquire habits and notions of personal comfort; 
when they get into their possession chattels, cattle, fishing implements, 
farms, houses, furniture, boats, ships, &c, then "property" appears in 
their daily life. Then comes the desire and the necessity for protecting 
and preserving that property in possession of its right owners. 

Who is to protect it The weak man cannot hold his own against 
the strong man. The savings of the thrifty and the industrious may be 
menaced by the unprincipled within, or by the ambitious invader from 
without. Hence grows the desire of all those who have toiled to realise 
property, to secure it for their own special enjoyment. The fears, 
interests, and desires of individuals thus become united. Their common 
ideas form a public opinion, on which is floated, as a ship on the waters, 
what we call "government." 

This government being formed to protect property, it follows that 
property shall pay for its protection—on the same principle that one pays 
to the insurance company the premium of insuring one's house and 
furniture against loss by fire. 

When we say that we require an army, and a navy of iron-clads, to 
" defend the Empire," it is as well to ask who, in the Empire, requires 
to be " defended." If the Battle of Dorking is really to be yet fought, 
and that the Germans shall overrun this grand Empire—as indeed they 
pretty nearly manage its chief Government at present—suppose the 
Germans shall overrun England and Ireland as they did the other day 
France, and seize upon all the rich estates, and grand castles, and 
wealthy mines, and the blocks of squares of rent-paying houses, and the 
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banks, railroads, and shipping, and all the warehouses that contain 
valuable merchandise—suppose all this, what evil would befall the 
agricultural labourers who now work for 12s. to 15s. a-week; the factory 
hands that work for 15s. to 18s; the mechanics of all the trades who 
work for 20s. to 30s., or, mayhap, 35s. a-week; the miners and the 
sailors, whose lives are consecrated not so much to God as to Mammon 
—what difference, we say, would it make to thirty millions of the toiling 
classes of Great Britain and Ireland, if all the lands, palaces, ships, rail, 
roads, and banks changed hands by the fiat of war They cannot 
possibly be made worse off by the change. 

To the agricultural serfs of England, Scotland, Wales, and Ireland 
the change would be a blessing, for the large estates would soon be cut 
up into small farms, and sold on liberal credit to the tillers of the soil, 
in fee simple for ever, as the Governments of Prussia, Russia, and 
Hungary have done for their agricultural serfs; so that a German con¬ 
quest of the British Empire would be rather a blessing than a curse to 
the British and Irish working man. The conquest of the British Empire 
by a foreign power would not mean injury to the working people, but 
only to the handful, perhaps half a million, who claim to own all the lands, 
mines, rivers, timber, banks, railways, public offices, &c. 

All this being incontrovertible, the question arises—Which is it, 
property or poverty, that is to pay for the protection of property Let 
us see, therefore, the property existing from whence alone we shall draw 
the future revenue for support of our Government:— 

The annual incomes derived by landlords from 
lands and houses in Great Britain and Ireland 
amount to ^175,000,000 

Annual profits derived by capitalists from machinery, 
ships, commerce, banking, mines, railroads, in¬ 
surance, &c. 250,000,000 

Income derived from interest, national debt 27,000,000 
Incomes derived from pensions, Civil Service, 

Church livings, law, &c 50,000,000 

^502,000,000 
THE NEW SYSTEM OF TAXATION. 

We propose to reach those incomes by a graduated or sliding scale 
of taxation. We shall classify incomes and property into a dozen 
schedules, beginning with the man receiving ̂ "ioo a-year, and ending 
with the man receiving ̂ 100,000 a-year. From the lowest class we 
shall demand five per cent, per annum, say £$; from the next above, 
say the man of ^"500 a-year, we shall demand ten per cent, per annum, 
say ^50; the man getting ^"1,000 per annum shall pay twenty per 
cent., say ^"200; the man of ^5,000 a-year shall pay twenty-five per 
cent, say ̂ 1,250; the man of ^10,000 a-year shall pay thirty per cent, 
say ̂ 3,000; and so on, by an ascending scale, we shall reach the man 
who gets ;£ioo,ooo a-year by a levy of eighty per cent., or ̂ 80,000. 
Thus, Lord Derby, for instance, who draws ̂ 200,000 a-year from lands 
and houses, would, by our principle of taxation, pay ̂ "160,000 a-year to 
support that Government that secures him such an extravagant income; 
and he must not be much pitied in enjoying life in safety with ̂ 40,000 
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a-year; and so of all the others. They still would have ample means to 
live without Avorking. 

The revenue derivable from this method of taxation would yield over 
seventy-five millions sterling a-year—would amply support army, navy, 
civil service, pay interest on national debt, and yield a good surplus of 
fifteen to twenty millions per annum towards the gradual liquidation of 
the national debt. 

CUSTOM-HOUSES TO BE ABOLISHED. ' 
All custom-houses and customs, all revenue cutters, all excisemen, 

and excise taxes, would be abolished. Some of the custom-houses on 
our coast cost quite as much, and, in many cases, very much more, than 
they collect altogether. Taking a score of these in sections—say 
Hartlepool, Fleetwood, Littlehampton, Lyme, Skibbereen, Wick, Toway, 
we find they cost ^"10,352 a-year, and they yield ^8,345. Taking a 
second group—Rye, Grangemouth, Ardrossan, Borrowstown, Scilly, 
Stornway, Lerwick, they cost ^"5,501, and yielded ^780. A third 
group—Campbelltown, Wells, Milford, Wisbeach, Beaumorris, Stranraer, 
Padstow, Cardigan, Wigtown, Aberyswith, Maldon, Kirkwell, Guernsey, 
Jersey,—cost ̂10,745, and yielded £14 Fourteen pounds i 

These figures will show how the idlers eat up the earnings of the 
toilers. Were those custom-houses, customs, and excise officers all 
abolished, the increased trade that must follow is beyond our power to 
estimate. This change would diminish by nearly one-half the price of all 
commodities required by the people. Sooner or later this principle of 
taxation will be adopted. It is the principle that guide the imposition 
of taxes in the Swiss Republic, the best constituted Government in the 
world. The poorest working man in our " Empire 

" now yields nearly 
half of his earnings to pay taxes, duties, excise, customs, &c, to support 
a swarm of idlers. It is taken from him in the price of every thing he 
eats, drinks, and wears. 

Sixty-nine million pounds sterling are borne by the thirty-two millions 
who toil—who own not an acre of land, nor a house in the land. Five 
millions only are paid by the half-million who do no work, and yet enjoy 
all the produce of the land, mines, houses, rivers, railways, banks, 
shipping, and church incomes. 

This is naked, barefaced robbery. Let property, not poverty, pay 
exclusively for the cost of its protection. 

All the large properties and large incomes are accumulations ab¬ 
stracted from labour by cunning or fraud. These accumulations, when 
allowed to remain in large pools, corrupting and corroding, are sure to 
destroy the morals, to enervate the bodies and the minds of the persons 
whom they afflict, and to injure the State where they are permitted to 
grow. Therefore it should be the business of the future Statesman to 
diffuse wealth as fast as it accumulates in undue masses : and the better 
to effect this—all property exceeding ^5,000 in possession by any 
person at the hour of death should in part, say fifty per cent., revert 
back again to that society from which it had been abstracted, towards 
paying off its fixed debts and liabilities. 

If the cost of the Government were placed on the shoulders of the 
wealthy, where it doth properly belong, they would offer an effectual 
check, from their superior intelligence and influence, to Government 
extravagance, waste, and corruption. 
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CODIFICATION OF LAWS. 
All jurists lay it down that the simpler and fewer the laws of a people, 

the more justice and peace will prevail among them. The First Napoleon 
thought so when he abridged and simplified the laws of France into the 
Code Napoleon, which every Frenchman, almost, has upon his shelf or in 
his pocket. So thought the fathers of the American Republic when 
they formed their constitution and their system of jurisprudence. The 
American laws are simple, easily understood, and cheaply administered. 
The laws of England, passed by its kings and parliaments from the 
Normans to the Guelphs, are a heap of rubbish: in general very 
ignorantly framed, and mostly inequitable, leaning always towards the 
rich, and oppressive towards the poor, agencies of tyranny, injustice, 
and oppression from beginning to end. In the reign of George III, 
eighteen enactments were passed which struck at the rights of the culti¬ 
vators of the soil, and six enactments that struck directly at civil liberty. 
It is the greatest difficulty with the greatest lawyers to tell what the 
laws of England really are. Not any two of them can in general agree 
upon the meaning of any given law. Nor do they know, all the time, at 
what door, whether of law or equity, they shall enter with a case, so 
confused are the ideas, axioms, and traditions of law and equity in 
England. 

O'Connell once defined a lawyer's business to be to make a good 
guess at what other men shall be likely to guess. Lord Brougham, in 
1844, pronounced, in the House of Lords, the laws of England to be 
the greatest gathering of rubbish, villany, fraud, and absurdity that ever 
the civilised world heard of. Sir A. Cockburn, the present Chief Justice 
of England, says of English law—" In all his experience he had never 
known anything more confused and bungling than the course that had 
been resorted to in these enactments, and which were too frequently 
adopted in legislation." 

And so it is with all the laws of England. Their laws of entail and 
primogeniture are class-made and tyrannical. The statute laws are 
fraudulent; the common law, tortuous, judge-made, despotic, and un¬ 
certain ; the criminal laws are bloody, and the Chancery laws wasting. 
The juries are packed by the party in power, in the name of the Crown, 
when "liberty" is on trial. The judges, with few exceptions, are 
selected—not for equity of mind, probity of character, but for political 
opinions and pliability to power. 

There are eighteen thousand "laws" on the Statute Books of 
England. There are besides thirty or forty thousand volumes of " Lawr 
Reports," and some twenty thousand volumes of "Judges' Decisions"— 
all of which form the "Laws of England," which every man is bound to 
know, but which not a living man in England, Ireland, Scotland, or 
Wales does know. In fact, it is wonderful that half the people are not 
in prisons for " disobeying the laws." 

No revision of the laws came from Lord Brougham, no nor from any of 
his succeeding Chancellors; though four of them have enjoyed retired 
pensions of five thousand pounds a-year each. No No No lawyer 
will ever reform the laws. There may be some semblance, some tinker¬ 
ing, but no real refoi in. It is manifest, then, that the people of labour 
must take in hand the revision of their laws, and however clumsy those 
horny hji.ds may be, yet we shall lay them on the laws which we are 
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called upon to obey. One of our earliest works shall be to repeal at 
least two thousand acts of bygone Parliaments, as utter rubbish or undis¬ 
guised tyranny. 

THE LAWS TO BE CLASSIFIED. 
The first principle to be declared is, we submit, that the laAVS of the 

country shall be divided into four distinct classes, and that law and 
equity shall, in each class, become one, inseparable, and indivisible. 

First—The Territorial Law. 
Second—The Criminal Law. 
Third—The Maritime Law. 
Fourth—The Commercial Law. 
When the State shall resume the lands of the country, survey, classify, 

divide, and sell them in small estates of ten to twenty acres each; when 
laws of entail shall be abolished, and the prohibition against mortgaging 
lands established, the territorial laws shall become so simple that any 
intelligent ploughman can understand them. 

In America, under the " Homestead Law," the homestead, con¬ 
sisting of forty acres of land Around the dwelling, the cattle and imple¬ 
ments necessary for its cultivation, the furniture, and the house cannot 
be attached for debt. So that the money-lenders cannot pauperise the 
farmers in that free country. 

JUDGES. 
We should select skilled lawyers to settle disputes between man and 

man, as skilled men are employed in other branches of public or private 
labour—namely, for their fitting qualifications, and not for their political 
opinions. We look upon a skilled artisan equal to a skilled lawyer in 
value to the community; and we shall as likely have real justice admin¬ 
istered by the skilled artisan, were he placed in the judgment seat, as by 
the skilled lawyer, and we cannot perceive why the salary of the skilled 
lawyer, acting as a judge, should exceed so enormously the average 
salary of the skilled artisan who comes before him as a litigant for 
justice. The salaries of skilled lawyers when placed on the benches as 
judges range from five thousand pounds a-year down to twelve hundred 
pounds a-year. Thirty-two of the Land Court Judges in Ireland draw 
eleven hundred pounds a-year a-piece from the public treasury for sitting 
fifty days in each year in hearing disputes about the land, notwithstanding 
they practice law as usual for high fees. We cannot discover the philo¬ 
sophy of paying a man one to five thousand pounds a-year for deciding 
disputes between men whose average earnings range between fifteen and 
thirty shillings a-week. We recommend that in the administration of the 
commercial law a layman of commercial experience shall be associated 
on the bench with the skilled lawyer in deciding suits in that class, and 
that in the maritime law a sea-captain of experience and probity shall be 
associated with the lawyer in deciding all cases connected with shipping. 
In Brazil they have an excellent organic law, " The Law of the Com¬ 
mune," which is a court of friendly arbitration, before which every law 
suit must first be brought before it is admissable to ordinary litigation in 
the general courts. If the trouble cannot be settled in the Court of 
Arbit 1 ation, where its merits are investigated without any expenses, then 
only- -if it cannot be settled—will it be admitted to the dignity and costs 
of a " law suit" 
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JURIES. 
The present method of forming juries is a pressing grievance. Men 

ought not to be called from their business until the day and hour they 
are wanted. The ease and convenience of the judge is the thing most 
considered, and not the interest and convenience of the jurors or wit¬ 
nesses. Mechanics in the class of working men are seldom placed in 
the jury-box. The instinct of the law officials is to confer on property 
the privilege of administering laws, as the instincts of the colleges and 
the courts are to confer on property the exclusive power to make the 
laws. Hence the laws are tainted both in their construction and ad¬ 
ministration. 

From the Legislature, composed, as it now is, of a huge packed jury, 
no honest commission to codify the laws will ever emanate. We must 
await the assembling of Parliament returned by the suffrage of fifteen 
millions of votes before the laws of England, Ireland, and Scotland will 
be reduced to a written code, and purified from the moss and ivy, the 
cruelty and dishonesty of past ages. At present the people of these 
kingdoms pay twenty millions sterling a-ycar for law, lawyers, and law 
expenses. No greater sign of extensive ignorance or political blindness 
than this can be found, and it justifies the remark made by Thomas 
Carlyle, that " England contains twenty-four millions of people—mostly 
fools." 

attor:,'lys and barristers. 
We propose that the legal distinctions, or rather castes, that exist in 

the law between attorneys and barristers shall cease; that all lawyers 
shall be instructed directly by their clients, and that penal punishment 
follow any lawyer who shall take a fee in a case and neglect to attend 
that case when the same is called up in court. 

ORGANISATION OF LABOUR AND CAPITAL. 
The avowed object of the British Democratic Convention being the 

emancipation, economical and political, of the working class, the most 
vital element in our political economy is " money "—in other words, 
that which is adopted by modern nations as the measure for determining 
the price of labour and its products. 

THE BANK OF ENGLAND. 
To a few English merchants, numbering about a score, was given by 

King William III., anno 1693, powers to fabricate their papers as 
"money," and they have transmitted their power from clique to clique, 
from generation to generation, down to the present day, favoured by 
every monarch and every ministry from that time to the present time. 
That corporation is virtually able to guage and determine the price of 
«very man's labour and every man's property within the realm by its 
power, and its habitual practice in the contraction and expansion of its 
paper money—in the making its money " scarce " or " plenty." This 
corporation is not subject to the surveillance of the Crown, of Parlia¬ 
ment, or of any organisation of the people. It is a monopoly at the 
head of ill other monopolies, whether of capital, of land, trade, mines, 
shipping or government. It nurses all these monopolies and controls 
them also. All the banks and monetary institutions of the realm are 
controlled by the Bank of England. It has traded in loans to the 
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several Governments of England to carry on the most unholy wars 
against the rights of humanity. It has loaned its " paper money 

" for 
corrupting purposes, to profligate ministers of the Crown from time to 
time, with a foreknowledge that such loans never would be paid, and 
they never were paid. 

Five times within a century it has suspended the payment of its 
notes: and had to apply to the Government of the day to obtain an 
order in council to restrain its note holders from enforcing payment. It 
assumes the sovereign power of converting paper into " money," which 
shall pass as coin throughout the realm, which is a power inherent only 
in the State. It is a tyrany over labour, an abettor of the class called 

capitalists," whose interests in our present system are diametricall)' 
opposed to the interests of the working class. 

LABOUR DENIED THE USE OF CAPITAL. 
Labour is refused the aid of " capital," and must sill itself, lease 

itself, hire itself, contract itself to the persons who have the tact to win 
the favour of this monster bank, or of its satellites. Labour is thereby 
reduced to serfdom. No matter how highly it is skilled, labour cannot 
bring its products to market without the aid of "capital," and "capi¬ 
talists " are a class, a coste in the community, the brood of the monster, 
the Bank of England. 

- A STATE CURRENCY. 
We propose to abolish the exclusive privileges of this monster 

monopoly, and to confer on labour, when associated with moral 
character (the elements of credit), the privilege of obtaining " capital " 

upon cheap and accessible terms from the State. That the State, in¬ 
stead of the banks, shall make and issue the currency that is to measure 
all men's labour, and all men's property. The State, we contemplate, 
is to be based on the suffrage of the universal votes of all its men and 
women of twenty years of age. On such a State we propose to confer 
the exclusive power to fabricate paper money in small and large de¬ 
nominations, which shall be declared legal tender, as payment in all 
transactions, between man and man, and between the citizens and the 
State. 

LABOUR GUILDS. 
We propose that the State shall establish, by laws and rules, labour 

guilds, and also establish agencies to supply such " guilds" with loans 
of State currency. That these rules shall be based on the following 
cardinal principles:— 

First—The industrious, sober, moral character of its members. 
Second—That, to qualify the guild to obtain a loan from the State, 

they must have twenty-five per cent, of said loan to the fore, in cash or 
other good assets, consisting of buildings, machinery, or raw material. 

Third—That the guild shall be subject to the rules prescribed by 
the State. No rule shall be permitted to exist in the "guild" that shall 
exclude any person employed in the works from learning the art, or 
participating, according to merit and service, in the pro rata profits of 
any labour or works conducted by the guild. 

Fourth—The State credit shall be advanced by way of loan on 
mortgage of all plant, raw material, fixtures, machinery, cash, debts, and 
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other interests of the guild, in the proportion of seventy-five per cent, 
to the twenty-five per cent, of their own assets. 

ILLUSTRATION. 

Suppose ten persons shall put together £$ a-piece, form a '' labour 
guild " under the "regulations," the State would advance them, by way of loan, ̂ 150, which should be expended under the inspection of a " State Commissioner." This money would be lent at an interest, 
probably, of the half of one per cent, per annum. Suppose ten 
mechanics, miners, fishermen, or others to put together ̂ 20 a-piece in 
a guild, the State would lend them, by the same rule, £600, and so on, 
whether the guild required a loan of ^100 or ^roo,ooo. 

STATE COMMISSIONERS. 
The local State Commissioner, who makes the loan, shall be em¬ 

powered to inspect, at all times, the works, the books, the material, 
tools, machinery, and, in cases of proved bad management, dissolve the 
guild, and realize for the State its advances. 

No commissioner shall, under criminal penalties, participate in any 
profit or income from any guild having connexion with the State. It is 
contemplated to have Government Loan Commissioners established at 
as many points within the realm as there are police-offices or pawn¬ 
brokers at present. The operations of those State Loan Commissioners 
would considerably diminish the business of the pawnbrokers and of 
the police. 

INTEREST OF MONEY. 
A paper currency, when issued, and guaranteed by a free govern¬ 

ment, answers all the purposes of a free people: is much more economical 
than gold or silver, which are rendered dear and precious by the labour 
and material, and risk devoted to their discovery and production. A 
currency created by the State would bear no interest. As the State 
would pay no interest to the holders of its paper money, so it need not 
charge the borrowers of its loans more interest than would pay for the 
machinery of printing the notes and managing and superintending their 
issue. 

AN INSURANCE FUND. 
In the management of so colossal a system of creating and loaning 

money, some losses will necessarily be encountered by the occasional 
bad management of the " guilds." We propose to levy one per cent, 
per annum upon all the loans to all the guilds, as an " insurance fund," 
which would accumulate and form a very sufficient guarantee to the 
State against loss by its loans, and in this way we would supply labour 
with capital, and impart to it a new impulse and a conservative spirit. 

OBSERVATIONS. 
There are those who will raise a false alarm against the formation of 

a State currency of so cheap and so extensive a character, and especially 
against loaning this currency to labour. When the men ot labour shall 
come into political power in this country, and that day is not so distant 
as the men of idleness imagine, they will establish just laws for the land, 
for commerce, for finances, and for general industry. The manufactories 
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the mines, the fisheries, the shipping, the building of dwellings, the 
drainage and cultivation of land, the utilising of water power, etc., may 
all be worked to a profitable result for the people by means of this cur¬ 
rency and these loans. We would remind all such people, that the 
British Government, by its idle aristocracy, has raised and squandered 
a thousand millions sterling in efforts to interfere with the political 
rights and enjoyments of other peoples and nations. One hundred 
millions were expended in fighting with the French to win from 
them the Canadian colonies—another hundred millions were spent in 
trying to subject the American colonies; five hundred millions spent to 
suppress the First Napoleon; one hundred millions to check the 
political growth of Russia; nine millions for a little war with Abyssinia ; 
one million for the little war in Ashantee—all to no purpose or benefit 
to the toiling people. 

The United States of America has issued, for war purposes, four 
hundred millions of dollars of paper money in small denominations 
—in notes ranging from tenpence upwards, which still float from hand 
to hand, and answer all the purposes of silver and gold. The Govern¬ 
ments of Italy and Austria have also established a paper currency in 
their respective countries of notes as low as fivepence and tenpence 
each. The Brazilian Government has established a paper currency of 
thirteen millions of reals (two-shilling pieces) in each and every place. 
This currency answers every purpose of trade. 

BUILDING AGENCIES. 
" House-rent" is a wasting principle in the social economy of a 

people. In general the cost and value of a house is paid by "rents" 
once over again every ten or fifteen years. This is, we say, a waste of 
national capital, and tends to multiply idlers, who, having got up a few 
houses (many own whole streets and squares) resign themselves to mere 
enjoyments of a frivolous nature all their lives, spending the substance 
of those who are forced by ignorance or poverty to pay them " rents." 
We propose that the State shall establish building agencies in every 
city, town, and village, wherewith dwellings can be erected for those 
who require them, and a liberal time—say, ten, fifteen, or twenty years 
—given for the repayment of advances, whereby the " rents " for houses 
would return all the capital advanced for their erection, and " rents " 
for houses speedily disappear amongst us. There would be healthy 
habitations built, with a consideration for light, air, ventilation, good 
sewage, etc., instead of the dens of filth and darkness in which the great 
bulk of the population are now housed. There are 500,000 houses in 
London, having 500,000 cellars used as " kitchens"—dens ten to twelve 
feet below the street level, into which light nor air in sufficient quantity 
are suffered to enter to refresh the doomed serfs within—generally 
young women—who, sooner or later, must be mothers—mothers of a 
decrepid progeny. In those dens in London, and in all other cities of 
this realm, millions of people live in caves more dark, dreary, and un¬ 
healthy—more barbarous, in truth, than were the ancient caves in hill¬ 
sides, found now deserted in India, Egypt, and other parts ot the vvoil 1, 
where the aborigines of primitive nations once dwelt in filth, e.nd dark¬ 
ness, and ignorance. 
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A NEW SYSTEM OF DWELLINGS. 
Walk through London for five or six days. You never can see the 

ends and sides of it. Six thousand miles of streets Huge ditches, 
generally fifty to sixty feet high on each side, twenty to fifty feet wide at 
the bottom; through which thirty-five hundred thousand human beings 
move to and fro daily, gasping for fresh air ; within whose houses one 
million of females are compelled to climb, a dozen times a-day, four or 
five flights of stairs. The manifest cause of the destruction of their 
family-bearing faculties (as every physician well knows), and the conse¬ 
quent decrepitude of the "men of old England," who, as a general 
condition, have fallen belozv the old military regulation standard in size 
and strength. 

For want of fresh air, and searching for the oxygen it bears to refresh 
and stimulate their exhausted bodies, men and women, by the million, 
resort to that artificial oxygen which is bottled up and barreled up in 
ardent spirits and strong ales. To the construction of the houses, the 
streets, and, generally, the cities and towns of England, I attribute this 
growing decrepitude in the physique, and that debasement in habits 
and morals which prevail so extensively in the population. " What is your remedy ?" I will be asked. Hear it. There are 
five hundred thousand houses composing this metropolis. I would pull 
down every fifth house in every street and square; make the space thus 
opened an alley-way, to admit currents of air to circulate around the 
remaining houses. With the earthy debris of the pulled-down houses I 
would fill up every cellar, kitchen, wine vault, and coal vault, to a level 
with the street. I would erect the kitchens in the back yards so high 
that their floor shall be on a level with the floors of the drawing-rooms, 
which latter should be extended well backwards towards the kitchen, 
and afford a suit or flat of apartments for the constant use of the family 
from which the necessity of getting up stairs, would be greatly diminished. 
By which arrangement several flights of stairs would be cut off from use 
in the majority of houses. 

By what authority and at whose expense shall all this be done? By 
the authority of an Act of Parliament, appointing Sanitary Commis¬ 
sioners, with full powers to appraise the loss likely to be sustained by 
the owners ot the razed houses : these owners to be recouped by a wide- 
street tax on the neighbouring houses which shall remain. These Com¬ 
missioners to have plenary powers in London and in other towns and 
cities to control the erection of all new houses; to forbid cellars, 
kitchens, and vaults, at the basements. That no dwelling house shall 
be built higher than thirty feet over the street, and each house shall be 
encompassed by an alley-way ten feet wide at least on each side. That 
ample provision be made for sewage, pure water, &c. 

Even the above alterations are insufficient to ensure health in large 
cities. I therefore propose further that all railway and tramway 
companies plying into large cities shall be compelled, in their charters, 
to carry in a "woikman's train;" persons of that class free of charge; 
ten to twenty miles out on every side, between the hours of five and 
eight o'clock in the evening, and carry the same classes back into the 
city free of charge every morning between the hours of five and eight 
o'clock. Compensation to be made for this service to the respective 
companies from the municipal Treasury; but the companies would 
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lose little even did they get no pay at all for the service. The 
increased traffic superinduced between the suburbs and the city would 
fully reimburse them. By this means I would empty the city every 
night of a considerable part of its inhabitants. I would place them 
where, during the night, at least, they could fill their lungs, and nourish 
their thinned blood with a fresh supply of that oxygen which they are now 
so inhumanly denied. I would plant the artisans of small fabrics in the 
fresh fields, where the male and female workers, the bees, shall have 
cosy cottages, and cosy villages to dwell in; where smiling plenty, fresh 
air, and general sobriety would prevail, and the debasement of squalor 
aid drunkenness, to a great degree, disappear. 

EDUCATION. 
Education is a dangeious topic to touch, yet it must be touched* 

The education imparted to both sexes, in all our places of learning) 
from the college to the ragged school, is greatly defective. That taught 
in the ragged reformatory schools is probably the best. In general, 
the brains of the young are crammed to repletion; while little or no 
instruction is given to the hands. Both men and women require a hand 
education quite as much as a brain education, to fit them for the great 
purposes of life, to enable them to be self-supporting, which every man 
and woman ought to be. It is of the first consequence to everybody that 
everybody shall be educated—some more, some less; but all more or 
less. But how? 

The compulsory principle, though it does interfere with civil liberty, 
is necessary to the well-being of the whole commonwealth. Then comes 
the strife, arising from the inculcation of religious theories as part of the 
educational work of the State. If we would teach our young how each 
is to earn his, or her, own living in the world, we must not quarrel with 
them about the form of religion they have imbibed with their mother's 
milk. Times and places may be set apart in every school for imparting 
religious instruction to the young, by their parents or by their pastors, 
always providing that every man is to pay his own religious minister. 
Having premised so much, I come now to the reform in education I 
deem necessary, and which will require a great change in the adaptation 
of school-houses, and in the things to be taught in them. 

BOYS. 
For boys I would give them— 
Two hours a day for book learning. 
Two hours a day for mechanical instruction. 
Two hours a day for military training, accompanied by fife and drum. 

After that, recreation in athletic exercises, and dismiss. 
The book learning now imparted is good enough in its way ; but a 

teaching is required which would open up to the young the secrets, the 
component parts, and principles of nature, such as may be attained 
through the study of chemistry, botany, metallurgy, anatomy, mathe¬ 
matics, geometry, explosives, mechanical and moving forces, &c. All 
which can, and must, be taught, and proper facilities provided by the 
State for this purpose. In the mechanical departments the principles of 
construction shall be taught by actual experiments, in house and naval 
architecture, in carpentering, turning, the composition of mortar and 
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cements, of dies, tempering and working of iron, clockmaking, weaving, 
bleaching, designing, tailoring, shoemaking, furniture, musical instru¬ 
ments, &c. In the neighbourhood of mines the mysteries of mines and 
mining, the nature and reduction of ores, be made familiar. On the 
sea coast instruction in navigation, in the theories of tides, currents, and 
winds should be given;. also instruction for catching and curing fish 
coastwise and in deep sea, &c. In agricultural districts special instruc¬ 
tions shall be given for the breeding and rearing of horses, kine, sheep, 
hogs ; the killing, curing, and preserving of meats. Instructions in the 
management of sheep-shearing, cleansing and sorting of wool, and its 
general uses in manufactures. Then the farming and gardening depart¬ 
ments shall open to the young some at least of the secrets of nature, 
such as the composition of earths and proper treatment of same, of 
manures, of the principles of vegetable life, characteristics of seeds, 
the times for seeding, harvesting, of grasses, herbs, plants, and timber. 
Then the long roll of botanical experiments, the habits of fruits and 
flowers, the preservation of fruit, &c. 

A love of nature, a curiosity to search, is thus induced, and a 
healthy impetus given to body and mind. A boy trained in this manner 
from the age of eight to fifteen years will become a self-sustaining man 
in society. Out of every hundred boys so trained one will appear a 
leader of his fellows, in devising, inventing, organising, new employ¬ 
ments for many, realising individual profits, and lastly conferring vast 
benefits on the nation. 

GIRLS. 
The education of females must be directed through a more practical 

groove than that hitherto chosen. The whole range of frivolous teachings 
must be abandoned, and a different kind imparted. To the female has 
been given the mission of bearing, nursing, and training children; her 
own training, therefore, becomes of the very greatest consequence to the 
whole society. The acquisition of music, drawing, painting, fancy 
needlework, as a very general rule, is a misapplication of time, a mis¬ 
direction of the young girl's faculties. When the young family begin to 
come the piano is closed down, the harp stands covered and silent, the 
tambour frame hangs permanently up ; the drawings and the paintings 
of girlhood appear daubs to the matronly eyes of the young mother. 
The light of married life breaks upon her, and she discovers that babies 
cry eternally, and she knows not for that a remedy. That food is 
spoiled in the cooking, and she can't account for it. That clothes mis¬ 
fit herself or her children, and she knows no way of mending matters, 
and so turns to scold the women tailors. The household affairs of such 
an one are always confused ; her children mostly always sick and cross; 
and then come— 

Doctors and doctors, 
Pills and pills ; 

Bottles and bottles, 
Bills and bills. 

The head of the house finds home very comfortless, and therefore he 
seeks abroad that exhiliration of mind which home does not supply. 

Millions of people live, if it may be called living, their whole lives, 
in one continued round of sorrows, annoyances, and disappointments, 
because of their being improperly trained in youth. 
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WHAT THEY SHALL LEARN. 
What would you have Well, to begin, I would teach females, in 

addition to the usual literary course, a familiar or rudimentary know¬ 
ledge of the anatomy of the human body. I would have in every 
school, male or female, a French manakin,which is an artificial human 
body, put together by screws, in pieces, in limbs, and members. With 
the aid of this dummy, the laws of the body may be explained, and the 
principle of health, commonly known as Physiology, made familiar to 
the young, by which knowledge the future mother would know when 
her baby was " cross," the cause of the crossness, and also something 
about the remedy for it. Lessons and experiments in cooking food 
should form part of female education. Whether the mother be rich or 
poor, a thorough knowledge of the best material, and of the best 
methods of preparing food, is of the first consequence, as it affects the 
health of the family, and the economy of the income. No accompli;;h- 
ment that a woman can possibly acquire is equal in power to attract or 
please a husband with the art of good cookery. But this knowledge is 
never taught by method as a branch of education. The duty is left to 
chance—perhaps to the hired servant, who is still more ignorant, as a 
general rule, than the mistress of the house. 

SCHOOL KITCHENS. 
I would have attached to every girls' school plain utensals for cook¬ 

ing food. Instead of giving " lunches " to girls to carry to school, theii 
" lunch" should be cooked by themselves in the school. There they 
may learn practically how to make soups, pastries, &c,—how, in short, 
to get the most nutriment from a pound of meat, a pound of vegetables, and 
half a gallon of water. The soups and lunch dietary should be changed 
daily, under instructions from an experienced cook, whose visits shall 
enable him to attend in rotation each school in his circuit, and establish 
cooking classes in each. 

CUTTING, FITTING, AND WASHING. 
A knowledge of cutting and fitting clotlvng to the person is very 

useful to a mother as a means of teaching industry and taste all around 
her, also is the washing and making up of linen. How precious few 
can do this, or have it done well, and therefore must these things be 
taught. 

THE DAIRY. 
Then more should be taught the best methods of managing a dairy 

—of making butter and cheese. Who has not enjoyed, when chance 
afforded it, the delicious taste of well-made butter or well-made cheese 
How very few women, "educated " or uneducated, can produce eithf.r 
the one-or the other from milk, which the cow is sure to yield, full of 
all the requisite properties, but which your " educated lady" knows 
not how to utilise for your benefit. And yet it would not derogate from 
the standing of a lady of the first rank to learn and practice these 
things, seeing that her Majesty Victoria, Queen of the British Empire, 
is quite a proficient in the business of her dairy, her cookery, her 
laundry, her nursery, and her garden. A knowledge of botany, the 
nature and cultivation of vegetables and floweis, might be imparted as 
a recreation in the simple garden, which ought to be an appendage to 
every school. 
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INFANT TEACHING. 
Children at three to five years of age can be taught much by the 

mother. The infant, before it speaks observes and thinks. As soon as 
it crawls it wants to do something. In those months and years of tender 
infancy what splendid opportunities are offered to the mother for 
forming the habits—the very natures of her children. Their little hands 
might at that tender age be so easily trained to do something tending to 
future utility. The little boys want to make something, so do the little 
girls. Why not teach them to make or construct something in a small 
way which would give a useful turn to their every-day life. On the 
contrary, they are sent to play to amuse themselves, dressed and 
decorated with the finery of the milliner, with the mother's tender 
remark, " It will be time enough to teach them to work when they 
grow up and get strong." No, indeed, good lady. The habits of 
infancy are formed into a nature long before they grow up or get strong. 
When the infant is first introduced into " civilised life " as a creature to 
be amused, to pi a)', to be decorated in rainbow colours, it becomes 
almost impossible afterwards to convert him or her into a lover of 
industry, application, or study. The habits of mothers of passionately 
chiding, slapping, even cursing their children for their little errors, are 
the source of great mischief; still worse is it to habituate them to taste 
strong drinks—a custom I have seen practised to an alarming 
extent. 

THE STATE MUST TEACH. 
I may be asked how can the State provide for the teaching of all 

those things I ask in return how is it that the State provides for the 
army, navy, police, jails, churches, and monarchy The answer is 
ready. If the State assumes the duty of protecting its people from 
invasion, civil strife, of punishing them, of taxing them, then the best 
practical education should be imparted to them by the State. To 
have them well taught is a stupendous benefit to the State. To this 
end no expense shall be spared in fitting and adapting the schools 
suitably, and in paying good teachers of each branch of useful 
knowledge, who should pass in rotary circuits from school to school, 
a teacher of one branch to succeed the teacher of another branch 
day after day, hour after hour, according to a general central law that 
shall prevail in each district. 

A people educated on these plans will soon prove themselves 
in a competing world, to be equal, if not superior, to many of the living 
nations of our times. 

ARM, AND INSTRUCT IT ARMS, THE MANHOOD OF THE NATION. 
When the youth of the country shall attend the schools where 

military training and military evolutions shall be taught as a daily 
recreation, it will not be difficult to convert the youth so taught into 
disciplined armies. Military training, in the higher sense, should be 
extended to all young men when they arrive at puberty. 

Some authorities think, and some governments act on the principle, 
that to make a soldier, the man must be taken bodily from the farm, or 
the woncsiiop, into the regular Army for a period of five or six years. 
This, I venture to say, would not be so necessary were the man, when he 
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wts a boy, trained in military exercises at school, and kept at it periodi¬ 
cally from youth upwards. 

The principal difficulties connected with the imparting of military 
discipline and evolutions spring from the total pre-ignorance of raw 
recruits, taken at man's age from ordinary labours into the drill park. 
The dancing master experiences the same kind of difficulty in teaching 
grown men to dance and move with precision that the drill master 
experiences in teaching adult recruits soldierlike evolutions. 

A familiar knowledge of military discipline and manoeuvres is no load 
for a youth to carry with him through life. The practice gives him, while 
young, a gallant bearing, and qualifies him in after life equal in military 
value to five men of the average-trained soldier. Every possible facility 
and encouragement should, therefore, be given to the youth and man¬ 
hood of the nation to perfect themselves in military knowledge, by butt 
practice with the best rifle, artillery practice in the field, and with 
explosives and projectiles, periodically, as an enjoyment and a field 
recreation. The youth of the State should be inspired by eloquence, 
prizes, patronage, praises, and rank, to perfect themselves in military 
science. 

There is nothing in the physique of the farm labourer, miner, factory 
hand, city workman, that wrould disqualify them [having been previously 
trained at school as I suggested] from " falling in" in their places in 
the army of their country at an hour's notice, and performing all the 
duties of the soldier writh precision and obedience. 

A nation whose youth shall receive such training as this, every one 
of whom shall be born to the heritage of a portion of their native soil, 
and the free enjoyment of political franchises in their State and municipal 
governments, need not fear, though they be a small State, the hostility of 
even the largest of modern powers. A " standing army," idle and de¬ 
moralising, wall always be a curse to the nation where it shall exist—an 
enemy to be dreaded by industry, a foe to the free political action of its 
own fellow citizens. 

CHURCH ESTABLISHMENTS. 
It is a melancholy fact that in all ages men have persecuted each 

other, and hated each other, for their beliefs in the several attributes of 
the Deity. The ancient Egyptians, a great and powerful people, believed 
in a male and female divinity, named Isis and Osiris; and they perse¬ 
cuted all those who believed othenvise. The Jewrs persecuted all 
who refused to believe the doctrines taught by Moses. The Romans 
persecuted all who refused to believe in Thyrmae, or the Sun. The 
Mahomedans persecuted all those who refused to accept Mahomet's 
teachings and his worship of the moon. The Christians persecuted each 
other for many an age writh bodily pains and penalties, and social and 
political proscription, on account of the different interpretations, each 
division of Christians gave to the words and discourses of the blessed 
founder of Christianity. Nor have these persecutions yet ceased 
amongst men on account of religious beliefs. 

This condition being, as it would seem, inevitable, it becomes neces¬ 
sary that the State shall stand neutral, and deny to any of the beliefs an 
exclusive support or pre-eminence in property or privilege. 

Religion is a sentimental idea, the private property of each person, 
in the enjoyment of which no monarch, no parliament, no law, shall be 
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permitted to interfere. To uphold by large salaries from the public 
domain, and high privileges in the government, certain gentlemen, who 
profess to teach one form of religious worship (about the propriety of 
which they are themselves far from being agreed), and deny equal sup¬ 
ports and privileges to all the teachers of all the other forms of religion, 
but generates jealousies and discontents in the State without improving 
morals, is an unhealthy element in the political pact, and should call 
forth the energies of every true statesman to speedily and completely 
abolish. On this question, public opinion, outside of the British 
Parliament, has already pronounced; and its behests will effect the 
abolition of church corporations and church "livings" in England and 
Scotland as in Ireland. 

The income of the " Church of England" has been set down by 
statistical returns at ten million of pounds sterling a-year. Capitalised 
at three and a quarter per cent, per annum, it equals three hundered 
millions sterling. 

They receive it as under :— 

Tithes and rentals of Church lands ^4,200,000 
State aid, share in Parliamentary grant for 

education of the poor 508,600 
Parochial collections 3,181,400 
Contributions of the public to various church 

societies 1,500,000 
Sundry incomes 600,000 

Total ;£io,ooo,ooo 

The livings in the Church are variously estimated in value. They run 
from ̂ 300 to ^"600 a-year, with house, garden, and glebe land. These " livings " are bought and sold in the market as regularly as any other 
property—are advertised for sale every day in the Times. 

There are 2,375 of these "livings" in England and Wales, yielding 
on an average ̂ 500 a-year each. There are twenty-eight bishops over 
these, whose salaries range from ̂ 4,000 to ^15,000 a-year. These 
bishops have all been appointed by the Prime Ministers of the day— 
appointed rather more for their politics than for their religious pro¬ 
ficiency. " Palaces" are built, altered, and repaired, for those bishops at 
the public expense ; although each bishop has several parochial livings 
in his gift, each of which, on the dropping of an incumbent, will always 
sell readily for three or four thousand pounds. 

A sum of one hundred and sixty-nine thousand pounds was recently 
voted by Parliament to build or repair " episcopal residences " for the 
Bishops of the Church of England in the following " sees :"— 

Ripon 
Lincoln 
Gloucester and Bristol 
Rochester 
Oxford 
Worcester 
Exeter 
Hereford 

52>I94 
23.908 
^157 
6,469 
7,000 
3-50° 

800 
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Landaff ;£o>°54 
Manchester 19,037 
Norwich... 5,000 

^169,843 

That was pretty well for one year of episcopal outlay. It is curious 
to look through the Parliamentary papers, and note the details of this 
enormous expenditure on bishops' residences. One bishop—he of 
Ripon—had ten thousand pounds expended for him by commissioners 
for "lodges," " piers," "gardeners' house," and, observe, " four additional 
stalls for best stables for horses, and standing room for four, instead of 
two, carriages !!" 

There is a meek and lowly preacher of the Gospel for you Ten 
thousand pounds (the price of one hundred labourers' cottages) devoted 
by a minister of Christ's Gospels to build stables for his hunters and for 
his grand carriages! 

I wonder what the blessed founder of Christianity would say, and 
does say, about the Bishop of Ripon's coaches, and horses, and gardens, 
and palaces He that rode upon a donkey into Jerusalem would be 
surprised at witnessing the great improvements on his Christianity that 
has taken place since his time. 

I wonder what Saint Patrick would say if he returned amongst those 
bishops to find their sons and daughters mounted on blood horses, 
following the fox-hunts over the country—he that travelled through 
Ireland bareheaded and barefooted, preaching the Word to the people 

Nor are the Anglican Clergy alone in this love of luxurious display; 
wre find prevailing in Rome, at the fount of the Roman Catholic Church, 
thp self-same ostentation, which is practised there by the cardinals and 
other high ecclesiastics. Let us take the creation of a cardinal as 
described by an eye-Avitness. 

When a new cardinal is made, the greatest excitement is got up in 
Rome by his ecclesiastical friends. Music in the streets, illuminations, 
crowds in the streets, brilliant equipages rattling to the " palace" of the 
newr dignitary, carrying thither the wealthy, the frivolous, and the 
political intriguers. Here is a description by an invited visitor on one of 
those creations :—" The cardinal's palace was illuminated by the most 
costly contrivances and the most fanciful designs. A royal staircase, 
covered with a rich carpet, lighted by a double line of wax torches, each 
four feet high, conducted us to the first floor of the palace, on which is 
the grand reception saloon, through two rows of lackeys and of Swiss 
in grand red livery, holding gigantic wax torches in their hands. At the 
entrance to this grand reception-saloon stands the newr cardinal, hat in 
hand, receiving the richly-robed, frivolous company, who are regaled 
writh choice wines, fruits, and viands. Behind this reception-room is 
another, called the throne room, richly decorated. In all this palace the 
most costly furniture and rarest gems of art are found, above, below 
in rear, in front; "ostentation," "pride," "expense," "waste," ar 
written legibly on every article in the palace. On fete days, wrhen the 
Pope wras King of Rome (what he struggles to become again), His 
Holiness and the Cardinals and Chief Priests marched through the 
Streets in procession, with the consecrated Host borne under a canopy, 
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and a hundred priests chanting psalms, grandly costumed, bearing 
burning tapers, preceding and following. In this procession the Holy 
Father is borne in a gilded coach, drawn by six richly-caparisoned 
horses of Barbary breed, with half-a-dozen lacqueys behind the 
carriage. Then follow the Cardinals, a score of them, each seated 
alone in a gilt coach, drawn by four black Barbary horses, richly 
caparisoned ; on the driver's seat of each sits a proud, powdered, puffy, " coachman," and behind this coach stand three lacqueys. Thus 
moved the Pope and Cardinals on fete days. All bystanders in the 
streets were expected to prostrate themselves, or kneel, to get the 
blessing of the Holy Father as he passed along. For refusing to kneel 
on such occasions, men have been imprisoned ; and for supporting these 
expenses all Christendom is ransacked for money : and the " re-establish¬ 
ment of the temporal power of the Pope 

" means the re-establishment of 
all such extravagance, and its consequent tyranny. 

It is but the other day that the papers announced the intention of 
the Roman Catholic Archbishop of Armagh, in Ireland (Most Reverend 
Dr. Macgcttigan), to build a " palace" that will cost twelve thousand 
pounds—a princely residence—for the use of a lone old man without 
a family. That sum would build 250 snug cottages for labourers in the 
Bishop's diocese, which are so much wanted, and from each hearthstone 
of which the household fire would send to heaven a daily incense more 
acceptable to God than the grandest Te Deum which the good Arch¬ 
bishop could chant! 

PAST CIVILISATION. 
AVhat a mass of error has hitherto been taught to mankind as the 

theology of "civilisation." What can we learn, except brutality, from 
five thousand years of the history of the human race Is it not one vast 
pelice gazette—one vast record of crimes against God, against man, 
against nature ; crimes of every variety, and of all degrees of bestiality 
What pabulum for our youth! A thousand yeavs of Egyptian brutality, 
succeeded by a thousand years of Israelitish brutality; then a thousand 
years of Greek brutality, followed by a thousand years of the bestiality 
of the Roman Empire. All these followed again, by the brutal events 
that have succeeded the final fall of that empire down to the present 
day What a fearful study for our college youth,—those who, by 
their means and opportunities, should be the leaders and fabricators of 
"society." No wonder at the outcome of these terrible studies in the 
brutal and dishonest habits of the aristocracy of " civilisation." Better 
that all past history were utterly ignored in education—better every 
record of the past were condemned and publicly burnt—the past 
utterly effaced and utterly obliterated, and that a new civilisation 
were attempted, based upon practical industry—practical charity. Not 
almsgiving, but honest and conscientious dealings between man and 
man; and a civilisation not made up of theological dogmas, but of a 
thorough love of our neighbour—a love that would teach us to practically 
serve our neighbour, instead of that disposition which prompts us to 
oppose, thwart, circumvent, and harrass our neighbour; and a civilisa¬ 
tion not made up of grades of titled fools and criminal idlers, but of in¬ 
telligent people, each self-supporting; none relying for a living upon 
the industry of others, none coveting neighbours' land, goods, or 
neighbours' labour; but each one taught from infancy to do some work 
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of a beneficial nature for society. A civilisation in which to be idle, 
whether in rich or poor, shall be made a punishable crime against 
society. That is the civilisation which the thousand millions of human 
beings now living on this planet crave. That is the civilisation which 
will bring peace and plenty to man, and souls to God. 

THE FUTURE. 
When the people of this realm shall wake up one day from the 

hideous dream into which they have been mesmerised, and shake off the 
influences of an insidious press and a lying literature, they will then 
discover their most uncivilised state of " civilisation." 

THE IRISH QUESTION. 

" Look ages through of penalties and pains, 
One image still—the Irishman in chains !' 

I venture to present the following letter to Prime Minister Disraeli 
as being the more complete, instead of the short, report on Home Rule 
adopted by the Convention :— 

To the Right Honourable Benjamin Disraeli. 
Sir,—I, an utter stranger to you, take the very great liberty to 

intrude a letter upon your precious time, and more precious attention. 
It is one of the penalties of greatness to be bored. I must, I 
suppose, come before you as one of the boring fraternity. I would in¬ 
trude upon you my prayers and suggestions for the real pacification and 
contentment of Ireland. I pray you do not throw this letter into the 
basket at the bare mention of" " Ireland." You may be destined to 
accomplish, at last, the great political feat of establishing a union 
between Ireland and England, without the aid of Coercion Bills and 
armies of occupation. There is a wonderful magic in justice, in kind 
words, and in generous intercourse. The editors of the London news¬ 
papers are mostly crude, unjust, and ungenerous to Ireland. The Times 
abuses and Punch ridicules " the Irish;" all the papers of second-rate 
art in sentence-making and satire follow this lead. Nobody likes to be 
abused—nobody likes to be mocked. People of" distinction"—in the 
clubs—wonder that the Irish are not charmed; wonder they dislike you 
Think of that, and, as a preliminary to a new union, stop it. " Be to 
their faults a little blind, and to their virtues very kind," is a mighty 
safe diplomatic maxim for the highest men in the Government, and for 
all their followers. 
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Beginning thus—if you will so begin—the new union with Ireland, 
let us see what else is to be done. 

We must next consider the national treaties between Ireland and 
England. Nay, don't pooh pooh There are treaties existing which 
minutely define the nature of that " union " that shall bind Ireland in 
obedience to the British Crown. Pardon me for a moment. 

TREATY OF LIMERICK. 
The first treaty made between the two nations, after 500 years of 

intermitting warfare, was that at Limerick, T691, made and signed on 
the battle-field in presence of the English and Irish contending armies. 
That treaty was signed by Sarsfield—the Irish General, for the Irish, 
and by Ginkle, the English General, for the English, and subsequently 
endorsed with their approval by King William and Queen Mary for 
themselves, their successors, and for England. The " Act of Settle¬ 
ment," or the " Bill of Rights," is not more binding on Englishmen than 
is that treaty. 

That treaty guaranteed to the Irish all the privileges of Home 
Government which they now demand. It guaranteed civil and religious 
liberty, the rights of trade, navigation of the seas, manufactures and legis¬ 
lation; King William III. and his wife, Mary, daughter of King 
James II., countersigned the same by the following solemn codicil:— " Whereas the City of Limerick hath been since, in pursuance of said 
articles, surrendered unto us, and all parts of the counties of Limerick, 
Clare, Cork, Kerry, and Mayo, under the protection of said garrison, 
now know ye that we, having considered of the said articles, are 
graciously pleased, hereby, to declare that we do for us, our heirs, 
and successors, as far as in us lies, ratify and confirm the same, and 
every clause, matter, and tiling therein contained" 

The instrument then provides for engrossing this treaty on the 
public records of England and Ireland, where they may be seen to this 
day, and the " honour of England" is formally pledged for the 
faithful observance of its provisions. This treaty was signed upon a 
stone, in the open air, in Limerick, 3rd October, 1691, in presence of 
the contending armies. 

Two days after the solemn signing, and before the garrisons were 
evacuated by the Irish army, a French fleet of succour arrived in Dingle 
Bay, consisting of eighteen ships, filled with war stores, provisions, and 
three thousand picked warriors. When that fleet was sighted, some of 
Sarsfield's officers urged him to avail himself of the succour, and go 
back to the battle-field once more. Sarsfield answered, "No I have 
put my seal and name to that treaty, and it never shall Le said of me 
that I disgraced my name as a soldier, and Ireland as a nation, by an 
act of military and political dishonour." He sent the French fleet back 
to France, whither he and many of his army afterwards proceeded. 

The Irish army dissolved, returned to their fields and factories, and 
the people, though having been greatly harrassed by the previous wars, 
began slowly to recover from their late losses. Seven or eight years 
passed over. Trade, industry, manufactures, began again to bud and 
blossom in Ireland. 

The Irish Parliament was then a small assembly. Very soon a 
commercial jealousy towards Ireland seized upon the English manu- 
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facturers, merchants, and shipowners. Addresses from Bristol, and 
other places in England, were sent in to King William, calling 
upon him to discourage the manufacture of woollen cloth in Ireland, 
with which he readily complied, and in conformity decreed, with the 
hearty consent of his English Parliament, the destruction, by fines and 
penalties, of that large branch of industry in Ireland. 

The law of Sir E. Poyning was enforced, which decreed that all bills 
of legislation for Ireland, shall originate first in the Privy Council of the 
King of England This was followed by the enactment of the full 
penal code of Elizabeth against Roman Catholics, to take effect in 
Ireland. 

It is not necessary here to say what sort of laws were comprehended 
in the " penal code." Suffice it to say that no Catholic was permitted 
to own real estate, be Member of Parliament, vote for a Member of 
Parliament, be municipal officer, lawyer, doctor, or schoolmaster. I say 
nothing about the violent proscription of Catholic priests and their 
religion. None dare publicly pray in Ireland for a hundred years, 
unless according to the Elizabethan code of worship, and not one 
Irishman, or woman, in one hundred thousand knew what form of 
religion that code prescribed. The State religion of England was 
altered five times in thirty-five years. Nor is it finally settled to this 
very day But it is for me to arraign the Government of England for 
suppressing, by direct laws, our woollen manufactures, our rights to 
navigate the high seas, our rights to build or own ships, to export wool, 
or manufactured goods. The ship, and captain of a ship, found carrying 
out of Ireland a bale of goods, were made liable to a fine of ,£500 each 
(10th and nth William III). 

I pass by the confiscation and transfer, by King William III., of two 
million acres of the best lands in Ireland to his military favourites and 
followers—the very lands guaranteed to the old owners by the Limerick 
Treaty ; and I come before you, armed with history, to charge your by¬ 
gone Government with perfidiously breaking every clause of that solemn 
treaty, signed as it was in the open air, in the presence of the military, 
civil, and regal representatives of the two nations 1 I come to demand a 
recognition of that treaty, restitution of rights, and atonements for its 
breach. 

THE SECOND TREATY—I 782. 
Let us now inquire into the text and spirit and incidents of the 

second treaty between Ireland and England. 
The year of our Lord 1773 arrived in the age of the world. Benjamin 

Franklin, the American printer, had come to London as ambassador 
from colonial authorities, and had appealed at the Government Offices 
in Whitehall, asking for the privileges of a moderate, or limited, degree 
of Home Rule for the thirteen American colonies. This request was 
pooh-poohed by King George III. "What!" said the King, " grant 
independent government to the colonists. Dismember my empire !"— 
the very words which many English politicians of the clubs now use in 
reply to the Irish demand. 

Well, 1773, the era of moderate demands from the American Colonists, 
was succeeded by the 4th of July, 1776, when the Colonial "Repub¬ 
licans," " Communists," " Rebels," and " Revolutionists," met at Phila- 
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delphia, proclaimed a total separation from, and complete independence 
of, England, of its King, and of its Parliament, volunteered Xo fight, and 
appointed Washington to command them. 

The thirteen colonies held then less than three millions of people. 
The mother country was twelve millions. Terrible odds against the 
" rebels!" The " rebels" having good cause of quarrel, drew to their aid 
patriots from every land. Thrice is he armed whose quarrel is just. La 
Fayette from France, Montgomery from Ireland, Pulasky from Prussia, 
Kosciusko from Poland, and so on. Besides which, they had with them 
whatever was democratic in the mother countries. Wilkes and Burke 
in England, and Grattan and Flood in Ireland. Memorable is the fact 
that Washington's army was largely composed of Irish immigrants. The 
American volunteers fought well for eight years, and bravely won their 
independence at last, capturing two general armies from England : that 
under Sir John Burgoyne, and the chief army under Lord Cornwallis. 
Thus independence was at length, when it could no longer be refused, 
acknowledged; and those colonies have grown, in one century, from 
three millions to forty millions, consuming forty times more of English 
manufactures than they did when they were tied and bound to the 
mother country. 

The successes of these colonial rebels stirred the hearts of men in 
Europe. France and Ireland caught the infectious emotions of liberty. 
Grattan called up his Irish Volunteers, who demanded a repeal of 
Poyning's laws—the establishment of Irish free-trade, and the complete 
independence of the Irish Parliament, declaring at Dungannon, " That 
no power on earth, save the Kings, Lords, and Commons, of Ireland, 
hath authority to bind by laws the people of Ireland." 

This pithy declaration was accepted, endorsed, and echoed by the 
Irish nation. Grattan moved his declaration of Irish independence 
in the Irish Parliament, 16th of April, 1782, based upon the afore¬ 
said resolution. The Whigs, with Fox, Burke, and Sheridan, had 
come into office in England, and King George III., with consent 
of his two Houses of Parliament, made, with Grattan and the Irish 
Parliament, that second solemn treaty registered in 

" George III. Regis—Cap. xxviii. 
" An Act for removing and preventing all doubts which have arisen 

concerning the exclusive rights of the Parliament and Courts of Ireland, 
in matters of legislation and judicature, and for preventing any writ of 
error or appeal from any of his Majesty's courts in that kingdom from 
being received, heard, or judged, in any of his Majesty's courts in the 
Kingdom of Great Britain; whereas, doubts have arisen whether the 
provisions of the said Act [an Act of the previous session] are sufficient 
to secure to the people of Ireland the rights claimed by them to be 
bound only by laws enacted by his -Majesty and the Parliament of that 
kingdom in all cases whatever, and to have all actions and suits at law, 
or in equity, which may be instituted in that kingdom, decided in his 
Majesty's Courts therein finally, and without appeal from thence; there¬ 
fore, for removing all doubts respecting the same, may it please your 
Majesty that it may be declared and enacted, and be it declared and 
enacted by the King's most excellent Majesty, by and with the advice 

1 
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and consent of the Lord's spiritual and temporal, and Commons in this 
present Parliament assembled, and by the authority of the same : That 
the said right claimed by the people of Ireland to be bound only by laws 
enacted by his Majesty and the Parliament of that kingdom in all cases 
whatever, and to have all actions and suits at law or in equity, which 
may be instituted in that kingdom, decided in his Majesty's Courts 
therein finally and without appeal from thence shall be, and it is hereby 
declared to be established and ascertained for ever, and shall at no time 
hereafter be questioned or questionable." 

You have now, sir, before you that second solemn treaty, by and 
between the Senates of the two kingdoms, and the King of both. 

Do you repudiate it 

IRISH REVENUES. 

The population of Ireland at that period was three millions. Its 
public debt two millions sterling; a few years previously Ireland did 
not owe a shilling, and had a surplus of half-a-million. The annual 
revenue levied was nine hundred thousand pounds. The interest on 
the public debt was about one hundred and twenty thousand pounds. 
The expense of government, law, police, army, fortification, was about 
four hundred thousand pounds a-year, and the balance, some three 
hundred thousand pounds a-year, was devoted to restore the suppressed 
manufactures and industries which had suffered during the previous 
long years of warfare and darkness. I supplement a list of the bonuses 
and donations of the Irish paid to industry for one year. The Irish now 
pay eight millions sterling a-year to England in customs and revenues, 
and we all know how little is given by your Imperial Government to¬ 
wards aiding to stimulate our languishing industries. Mr. Lowe con¬ 
temptuously refused a loan of eight or ten thousand pounds to our 
fishermen to build them boats ; while he paid to the Scotch fifty thou¬ 
sand pounds a-year for fifty years, and twelve thousand pounds a-year 
for twenty years, for the same purpose, paid to them regularly for the 
last seventy years. 

REFORM OF THE IRISH PARLIAMENT. 

When that treaty was made with Grattan in 1782, the Irish were 
within the " Empire," and were happy and willing to remain within it. 
They tried to reform their own parliament, as they had a perfect right to 
do. But if the Irish Parliament were reformed, the example would soon 
be followed in England ; and sooner than allow reform, the Government 
determined to destroy. So the advocates of" reform" were prosecuted, im¬ 
prisoned, hanged for "sedition" or "treason," and all that sort of thing, by 
English officials enjoying power in Ireland. These Irish advocates and 
leaders of " Parliamentary reform" were such men as the Greys, Russells, 
Broughams, O'Connells, Macauleys of England, in the reform agitation 
of 1832. Not more radical; not more criminal. A rebellion was forced 
on the people by the goading persecutions of those who enjoyed power 
in Dublin Castle; purposely fomented by cruelty, in order that public 
opinion should be shaken, shattered, and that Ireland being placed in a 
state of siege, the island filled with military, her Parliament might be the 
more safely suppressed. The Secret Committee appointed by the 
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Government in 1798 admit this. They say—" It appears from a variety 
of evidence laid before your Committee that the rebellion would not 
have broken out as soon as it did had it not been for the well-timea 
measures adopted by the Government." Dr. MacNevin says, in his history 
of those times—" In former times resort was had to similar acts of out¬ 
rage for the purpose of driving the natives into a resistance that should 
be followed by a forfeiture of their lands; now a rebellion was intentionally 
produced by the chief agents of the British Ministry in order to give an 
opportunity for confiscating the whole power of the; nation by an " act 
of union." 

THE "UNION." 

In 1798 the " Irish Rebellion" of that era was put down by an army 
of 170,000 men. In 1799 Lord Castlereagh proposed in the Irish Par¬ 
liament a " union," or merging of its functions in the English Parliament. 
The measure was then rejected by 166 votes to 32. The next year 
Lord Castlereagh brought on the measure again, having in the mean¬ 
time openly bribed a sufficient number of borough owners, under head 
of " compensation," to vote for his Bill. Sums of ten, fifteen, and twrenty 
thousand pounds wrere given for single votes. 

There were 330 members in the Irish House of Commons, 85 only of 
those were returned by open constituencies; the balance were members for 
pocket boroughs, each having less probably than a score of voters. Most 
of those "constituencies" were represented by English captains and 
mercenaries who owned not a foot of Irish earth. These last " represen¬ 
tatives " were publicly bought up to vote the extinction of the Irish 
Parliament, for which vote they had no authority. It was in vain that 
public meetings were held in all parts of Ireland to protest against this 
suicidal measure. From county meetings, orange lodges, grand juries, 
towns, cities, and corporations came protests and remonstrances against 
the proposal; but to no purpose. On the final day fixed for the third 
reading of his Bill for a " union with the English Parliament," Lord 
Castlereagh placed a regiment of soldiers around the Parliament House 
in College Green, and a battery of artillery, charged with grape shot, on 
its flat roof, to awe into submission the infuriated populace. The fatal 
measure wras passed by a majority of the borough members, 158 to 115, 
giving Lord Castlereagh a majority of 43. 

Thus was the second great treaty between the two nations repudiated 
and annulled. 

That Act of Lord Castlereagh gave to Ireland 105 voices in the 
British House of Commons, where they are met with 500 voices of 
English members. What a mockery of a " union" 

THE TWO DEBTS. 

In 1797 the public debt of Ireland was three millions. Lord Castle¬ 
reagh saddled the expenses of the Rebellion—twenty-two millions—on 
Ireland, and for paying " compensation" (bribes) to those members who 
voted for his union, he borrowed on the revenue of Ireland some three 
millions more, working up a total debt on Ireland of twenty-eight 
millions. At that time England owed four hundred millions. Although 
for a fe\v years there was a show of keeping the Irish Revenue and ex- 
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penditure accounts separate from those of England, yet the two debts, 
and two accounts, were consolidated in 1817 ; and thus Ireland, with 
her small debt of twenty-eight millions, was put in for the full liability of 
the nine hundred millions, which England then owed at the close of the 
great war with Bonaparte. 

By this arrangement, Ireland is put in for an annual payment of eight 
millions sterling, which is gathered from five-and-a-half millions of 
people by English excise and custom-officers, and applied, with the excep¬ 
tion of about one million a-year, to " imperial purposes," which mean 
every purpose upon the habitable globe except an Irish purpose. 

This " union" with England is unjust to Ireland in all its arrange¬ 
ments, and in all its consequences. It has filled the population with 
despair; and raised their minds and hearts towards other lands. They 
flit away periodically at the rate of one hundred thousand persons a- 
year—a mortal drain of wealth and labour—the young, the bone and 
sinew, fly, leaving behind, in despair and sorrow, the old, the helpless, 
the useless. Capitalists will not venture an enterprise amid such a popu¬ 
lation. Capital shrinks from contact with universal poverty. Ninety- 
four thousand houses (huts) in Ireland have but one room each; in 
those huts half-a-million of its toiling people dwell. This is part of the 
results of the "union" after a trial of seventy-four years. 

PROTESTS AGAINST THE UNION. 

This union was protested against before its consummation by Nobles, 
by Commons, by Protestants, and Catholics. It was protested against 
by Robert Emmet, and a patriotic band in open insurrection in 1803, 
for which they forfeited life and liberty. It was protested against at 
a public meeting, held in the Royal Exchange, Dublin, the High 
Sheriff in the chair, in 1810, by O'Connell and Lord Cloncurry. Again, 
in 1833, by O'Connell at numerous public meetings, which were forcibly 
suppressed by Lord Anglesey. In 1840, the protest against the "union" 
was renewed by O'Connell, with his great repeal agitation, suppressed at 
Clontarf by order of Sir Robert Peel, with artillery, cavalry, and infantry. 

In 1848 a protest was made against this "union" by William Smith 
O'Brien, Mitchell, Meagher, Duffy, Martin, Smyth, and others, again 
suppressed by force. 

In 1865-7 a further protest was made against this "union" by the 
Fenians, again suppressed by force. 

In 1870 the Home Rule Association burst forth from the welled-up 
resolves of the Irish heart a protest against the " union." 

In 1874 the Home Rule cry—a further protest against the " union" 
—comes from sixty constituencies in Ireland, and confronts you on the 
benches of your senate. 

Thus, the question never was allowed by the Irish to lapse for want 
of merits, or through the laws of " limitation." 

They are to-day protesting against this " union " with the fervency, 
and in the very wrords—so prophetic—of Grattan, Plunket, Curran, and 
Saurin. 

You, sir, say it is "veiled rebellion." Very well. Suppose the veil 
torn off, and you really have to deal with another Irish Rebellion. Then 
more shooting, more burning, torturing, and dungeoning. And then a 
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season of wailing, more and greater emigrations; " black dose as 
before." The next generation will " try again," and so on ad infinitum. 
Is that to be the future of the connection between Ireland and 
England 

THE FUTURE. 

But those rebellious Irish may not always be badly led, may not 
always be unfortunate for although millions of them have been driven 
out of Ireland ; they have not been driven off this planet There are 
yet five and a-half millions in Ireland, three millions in England, Wales, 
and Scotland, two millions in the Canadian Dominion, fifty thousand 
in the British army, nine or ten millions in the United States of 
America, a million or so in South America, India, Australia, New Zea¬ 
land, Sec.—a substantial total of twenty millions A brave and 
powerful nation—most of them within ten or twelve days' sail of Ireland. 
What if there should burst forth an Irish, and an English, and an Indian 
rebellion, all at the same time —at a time when one soldier in every 
six of your army of occupation is deserting, or trying his best to desert 
That indeed would be a terrible concurrent concussion for the gentlemen 
of England. 

Who can tell what the next ten years may divulge. Who could even 
imagine, ten years ago, that three of the stable Governments of Europe 
would be overthrown in a veiy few short years. Upset, too, by cir¬ 
cumstances growing from so trivial an incident as the dismissal by a 
Spanish lady of her favourite minister Who could have imagined some 
twenty-five years ago, when Kossuth and Bern were defeated at Pesth, 
that Hungary, would, after all, get restored to her, within a decade of 
years, her ancient national rights ; be a kingdom again, sending ambas¬ 
sadors out to the other nations of the earth Who could have imagined 
that the Emperor of Austria, on coming to Pesth, would called on Drak, 
the chief and successful agitator for Hungarian Plome Rule Call at 
Deak's own house, and make to him a visit of respect and ceremony. 

To understand the significance of this visit, let us imagine her 
Majesty, Queen Victoria, opening the Irish Parliament in Dublin, and 
the next day making a personal call on the returned " felon," John 
Mitchell, at his own house in Dublin. That interchange of national 
friendship has just taken place in Pesth, the capital city of independent 
Hungary, linked to Austria by only the golden link of the Crown. 

Now, it may come to pass that her Majesty, Queen Victoria, may, on 
some early day, open in person the Irish Parliament, and may the day 
following make a personal call on the pardoned " felon," Mitchell. If 
her Majesty did condescend to do those grand and gracious deeds, they 
would do more to cement the union between the two countries than all 
the Coercion Acts that ever were invented by the Greys, and the Russells, 
and the Harringtons, of England 

WHAT IRELAND DEMANDS. 

Do not, sir, be mistaken in your conception of what the Irish 
nation desires. It wants the complete recognition of the treaty with 
Grattan, which included within its scope the Treaty of Limerick—a 
restored legislature with full rights to model the same; fix electoral 
districts; define the character of the popular suffrage; the number of 
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members, and duration of Parliament; to have full exclusive power to 
levy, collect, and apply customs, revenues, and taxes; make and amend 
laws subject to the veto of the English monarch, administer the laws 
finally and without appeal from Ireland; and do all things for the benefit 
and protection of the people as in the days and years immediately suc¬ 
ceeding Grattan's treaty. Such rights, in a word, over their resources, 
revenues, and laws, as are enjoyed by the colonists of Canada, the 
Australias, and other British colonies, reserving to the two nations, by 
their commissioners, to fix the amount of their joint national debt, and 
the other pro rata expenses of the British Empire which Ireland shall 
bear. As respects Imperial questions, the Irish people care very little 
about participating in such, though there are some influential Irish 
gentlemen wrho propose some federal plan that wrould allow of Ireland 
intermeddling in the affairs of the British Parliament. In the days of 
Grattan and of O'Connell, the Irish people had no such desire. Neither 
have any of the colonies at present. Grattan, on the last night of the 
Irish Parliament, prophetically describes the future " Irish gentlemen of 
the empire." 

" I will not say that one hundred Irish gentlemen will 
act ill, where any man would act well. They will be in situation a sort 
of gentlemen of the empire—that is to say, gentlemen at large, unowned 
by one country and unselected by the other, suspended between both, 
false to both, and belonging to neither; the market of St. Stephen 
opened to the individual, and the talents of the country, like its property, 
dragged from the Kingdom of Ireland to be sold in London." 

REPEAL THE ACT OF UNION. 

The simplest way of solving the great problem is to put back the 
Irish Parliament upon its old foundations by merely repealing the " Act 
of Union." Then, and not before then, can Ireland be in a condition 
to consider any improvement on Grattan's treaty in the political connec¬ 
tion of the two nations. 

Until England settles this question with Ireland fully and fairly, she 
cannot, and shall not, have peace at home nor power abroad among the 
nations. 

Better now deal with this demand as the Duke of Wellington dealt 
with Catholic Emancipation ; for he, too, was warned against the danger 
of granting that question without " securities." Long debates about 
" Catholic securities " were the order of the day. Various were the 
forebodings of ill; but the Duke passed over all those bug-a-boos, and 
granted emancipation without any " securities " whatever. And what ill 
consequence has come of it 

If you grant the Irish the rights guaranteed to them by the aforesaid 
treaties, and if, after the experience of a few years, they shall abuse 
those privileges by doing acts inimical to the peace and prosperity of 
England, they will by such abuse forfeit the moral sympathies of Europe 
and America; and then England, vindicated, shall acquire a threefold 
powrer to repress the weaker, foolish nation, who shall then have lost the 
moral support of the sympathising world. The best " security" for Eng¬ 
land in the arrangement is fair and honest dealing with Ireland. Any 
arrangement wanting this element is pregnant wiih " insecurity," pregnant 
with " separation." 
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A man armed with your power can bless nations. See what Lord 
Palmerston accomplished for Belgium. By his friendly offices, he 
helped that people to establish their independence at once of Holland 
and France, and they live in happy affluence in consequence. Their 
prosperity is the grandest monument they could erect to his memory. See what Mr. Lambton (Lord Durham) did for Canada, which he found 
in rebellion in 1838; but by his judicious management, and granting the colony its full legislative rights—complete " Home Rule"—he made 
it loyal and true to England. There is no need there now for an army of occupation. 

These prayers and examples, sir, I hope will not be lost on you. 
The proposals herein are, after all, but an effort at compromise, to avoid 
bloodshed and confusion. 

I ask your forgiveness for trespassing at such length. I have not 
ability to compress. The undressed facts are now respectfully submitted. 
—With much respect, I remain sir, your very obedient servant, 

THOMAS MOONEY. 
London, St. Patrick's Day; 

17th March, 1874. 

10, Downing Street, Whitehall. 

Sir,—I am directed by Mr. Disraeli to acknowledge, with thanks, 
the receipt of your letter of the 17th inst.—I am, sir, your obedient 
servant, F. TURNER. 

Thomas Mooney, Esq., London. 

DEBATE ON IRISH HOME RULE. 

A debate was had in Parliament on a motion to go into committee 
to consider the political relations existing between Ireland and England, 
which was rejected by 450 to 61—ten English Members, who especially 
represent the English democracy, voting with the fifty-one Irish 
members. On this debate, Reynolds's Nevuspaper (at the head in point 
of circulation and integrity of the British Press) made the most sensible 
comments. It says : " The debate upon Home Rule had this one great 
advantage—it revealed the dominant spirit upon which aristocracy is 
founded. There is no conceivable reason known to honest and dis¬ 
interested men why Home Rule should not be granted to Ireland and 
to Scotland, just in the same way as it is exercised in the Isle of Man, 
regulating its own affairs by a House of Keys. We allow the people 
of Jersey and Guernsey to do what they please, and we have had no 
reason to be dissatisfied with the policy of the Manx people, or the 
people of the Channel Islands. The aristocracy do not happen to hold 
any estates in the Isle of Man, or Jersey or Guernsey, acquired by con¬ 
fiscation, or held under leases fraudulently granted by capitular bodies 
for the benefit of insolent aristocrats; and so Home Rule can be safely 
granted by the legislature, whose special duty it is to watch over the 
interests of the aristocracy. There is no doubt that the real reason why 
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Home Rule is resisted is this—that every incident of property in Ireland 
would come under local criticism; and it is local criticism which 
aristocracy equally fears in Ireland as elsewhere. Our English colony 
in Ireland began to fear, about the time that the infamous Union was 
infamously perpetrated, that the Irish people were likely to prove too 
strong for the aristocratic families planted by confiscation, who preferred 
to live in the luxurious English capital rather than on their estates. It 
was the aristocracy which compelled Pitt to make it possible to pass the 
Act of Union; and to this day the people have seen the gradual decay 
of their country, so far as decay could be produced by absentee land¬ 
lords. Just let us suppose that had it been convenient to reverse the case ; 
that the aristocracy, attracted by a finer climate and the prospect of greater 
rentals, had carried the Government over to Ireland. Let us suppose 
that the Queen resided in Dublin half the year, and that she "honoured" 
the Lakes of Killarney and the seaside with her presence the other half. 
Let us suppose that what we know as Woohvich and Aldershot, Ports¬ 
mouth and Plymouth, with all their outlay, had been transferred to 
Ireland, and that the people on the banks of the Thames had to take 
laws from the Liffey. How long would such a union have lasted, even 
if it wras convenient to aristocracy and royalty " The English people are not capable of giving a disinterested 
opinion on the subject, for it is for their advantage that the rents of 
Irish land should be spent in England. The English people had no 
objection to grant Home Rule to Canada and the provinces now knowrn 
as the Dominion. The Dominion Parliament never interferes with our 
foreign and imperial policy, and is perfectly content with the right to 
manage the affairs of the people, in a population equal to that of Ireland; 
nor is there any reason to doubt the loyalty of the people, although 
once, in our own time, they were in rebellion as much as the Irish 
people. The rebellion of Canada was cured, thirty years ago, by the 
grant of Home Rule, and a peaceful revolution was accomplished by 
the simple expedient of allowing Parliamentary institutions and manhood 
suffrage to betide all the difficulties of colonial misgovernment from 
home. The story is the same in the Australian colonies. We were in 
perpetual trouble in New South Wales, in Australia Felix, in Van 
Dieman's Land, and in New Zealand, until wre gave up to the people 
the right to found capitals of their own, and to elect Parliaments to 
legislate as they pleased. We have given the same right to the Cape of 
Good Hope, to British Columbia, and to Jamaica. Our whole colonial 
history goes to showr the complete success of Home Rule; for wrhere 
there has been any failure, it has been because the people have not been 
taken into council as to their own affairs. Why, even in India, after a 
history of blunders unparalleled, not to say of crimes, we are accom¬ 
plishing some successes with the aid of the people. We have, however, 
to observe this very important distinction—the aristocracy have no pro¬ 
perty in the Isle of Man, or Jersey, or Guernsey, or in the Dominion, 
or in the Australian colonies, or in British Columbia, or in the Cape 
colony. Aristocratic families have interests in Jamaica, and it is the one 
melancholy example of English misgovernment. We have sought in 
the interests of aristocratic planters to do in Jamaica what we have 
done in Ireland, and the said results in both cases attest the iniquity of 
aristocratic Government 
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" The idea of aristocratic government is to place a few families in 
power and in luxury at the cost of the whole people. In every century 
this idea has been worked out by selfish families, under the pretext 
that it was necessary to supply the means of culture to society, to give the 
population the benefit of the example of people of a superior class, able 
to shed the lustre of position, manners, and intelligence over the face of 
society. Plas this been done for Ireland by the aristocracy Has it 
ever been done for England What portion of the progress of either 
country is attributable to the peers whose ancestors acquired estates by 
confiscation and enclosure, and who themselves improve every oppor¬ 
tunity to obtain the increase of the value of their estates by the simple 
process of taking money from the people What a history could be 
given of the rents exacted on every great estate, improved by the in¬ 
creased population and by the industry of the people The law would 
probably prevent such a history being published, even if ah the facts 
could be collected into ' a black book' aristocracy, by the action of the 
law which aristocracy makes, contrives to plunder the people" 

The members of the Convention wrho were most constant in their 
attendance, and contributed most of the suggestions embodied in these 
reports, were Messrs. Shakelton Hallett, Weston, D. Sullivan, Riddle, 
Barry, Godsman, P. O'Leary, Clarke, Butler, Deering, Canham, Ryan, 
Murray, and Mooney. 

Here I close this work of love for the down-trodden of these islands 
—that is, for thirty millions,—who are, as Mr. Disraeli acknowledged, at 
the Taylors' Banquet, outside of the British Constitution, having neither 
votes, houses, nor lands—neither a share in the soil nor in their Govern¬ 
ment. For them, for them I speak 1 

Printed and Published hy C. Watts, 17, Johnson's Court, Fleet Ptreet, "E.G. 
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